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CAROLE LOMBAR~X PREFERS LUCKIES 
BECAUSE THEY'RE EASIER ON HER THROAT 
"W HEN I had to sing in a recent pic- ture," says Carole Lombard, "I con- 
sidered giving up smoking. But my voice 
teacher said I needn't if I'd select a light 
smoke-Luckies. 
" I soon found that even when singing 
and acting 12 hours a day, I can smoke 
as many Luckies as I like without the 
slightest throat irritation." 
T h e  reason Luckies are easy on Miss 
Lombard's throat is because the "Toast- 
ing" process takes out certain throat irri- 
tants found in all tobacco-even the finest. 
And Luckies do use the finest tobacco. 
Sworn records show that among inde- 
pendent tobacco experts - auctioneers, 
buyers, warehousemen, etc. - Lucky 
Strike has twice as many exclusive smokers 
as have all other cigarettes combined. 
In the honest judgment of those 
who spend their lives buying, selling 
and handling tobacco . . . with men 
who know tobacco best. . . 
it's Luckies-2 to 1 
*Star of the new Paramount production "True Confession" 
A Light 
EASY ON YOUR THROAT-" IT'S TOASTED" 
. . 
- WITH TOBACCO EXPERTS ... r WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST 1 
Picture taken recently by AULTMAN PHOTO CO., 202 San Francisco St. El Paso, Texas. Enough stock on hand for many years 
c,pnsumption and aging purposes. Stock is increased every year. We are proud of this recommendation: "Thouaanda of ratisfied 
curtomem ". 
A .  !.. . - .  _. Dm W. Distillery Co. Sm A,. 
D i r t i 1 1 e r s of "waterfill and Frader" 




Frolic with SUN CAR N I ~ A  L S  Merriest Crowds. 
L 
"The Rendezvous'of the Border" 
* .  
Three Shows Nightly 
I "  
2 
Excellent Food prepared by a World Famous Chef 
FRANK HERSHEY 
Liquors at wholesale prices--Lowest In Town 
For Reservations Call Juarez 492 
I I Third 1Annual I 
S . O U T H W E S T E R - N  
/ S W ~ '  .3 I, -..! I CARNIVAL 
becamber 29,30,31 . and Januaryl, 1938, 
EL PASO, TEXAS. 
"SUNSHINE P L A Y G R O ~  OF THE BORDER" 
A 'Specfacular 
I Pageanf of the World 
i- 
Portraying the most interesting lands of the 
world andmany of the States of the United 
States. These countries and states are 
depicted through outstanding character- 
istics, architecture, history, peoples, sports 
and several even by the best known litera- 
ture symbolic of the land.' 
a 
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The Story of the Southwestern Sun Carnival 
For the third successive year the Southwestern Sun Carnival 
Association present THE SUN CARNIVAL, a gala, four-day 
pageant participated in by all of the communities of the great 
Southwestern Sunshine Empire in New Mexico, West Texas and 
Old Mexico. After two increasingly successful carnivals in the 
past, the Association offers this most spectacular event of the 
year a s  a definitely established annual affair. Starting in 1935 
with the hope of instituting a n  All-Southwestern Celebration, 
the Association offered a n  opportunity to all communities in 
this region to join hands in a project that would, in time, be- 
come a national institution, bringing publicity of inestimable 
value to the whole region. The Association is strictly "non- 
profit," being civic in nature and made up  of representative~ 
of the five Service Clubs of El Paso, namely: Kiwanis, Lions. 
Optimist, Rotary and 20-30. 
The cooperation of the people of El Paso and  the Southwest 
has  built in this short time a n  event which commands wide- 
spread attention. The resulting closer relationship; both social, 
civic and commercial; is most worth while. The Sun Carnival 
is participated in by  organizations of every character, educa- 
tional, industrial, commercial, fraternal, labor, social civic and 
professional. 
The social side of the Sun Carnival, centers around the Coro- 
nation of the Sun Queen with Ladies-In-Waiting and her Royal 
Court of Princesses from all the cities of the Sun Empire and 
the Grand Ball tendered by  the Association in honor of Her 
Majesty and  Court. 
The spectacular nature of the Sun Carnival Parade has in 
large measure made up  to the population of our country for the 
fact that they do not have as frequent opportunities to partici- 
pate in the great events and  exhibitions a s  those living in the 
larger centers of population. It is now a n  established fact that 
nowhere else in the country is there held a more lavish, color- 
ful, better prepared or received parade than here a t  the Sun 
Carnival. Following the Pageant of History and  the Pageant of 
Beauty Parades in the two years past, the 1938 parade has  for 
its theme "A Pageant of the World.  The title is significant and  
gives a n  inkling of what the spectator might expect. 
The Sun Carnival serves as a spot-light to focus the attention 
of the rest of the United States on El Paso and  the Southwest. 
It's publicity value is beyond estimation. And this year the 
Pageant of the World Parade is to be  broadcast to a n  audience 
of many hundreds of thousands of people throughout the Mid- 
dle West over Radio Stations WLS of Chicago and KMBC of 
Kansas City. The broadcast is being originated along the line 
of march by the staff of Radio Station KTSM of El Paso, which 
becomes a link in the NBC Chain on Jan. 3rd. 
The carnival spirit is everywhere in evidence ,during this 
event. Stores and hotels are  decorated in the Sun Carnival 
Colors. A carnival midway offers a n  opportunity for unusual 
diversion. A splendid stage show, "The Drunkard," has been 
brought here for the Sun Carnival. All in all, the Carnival is 
a n  event both spectacular and magnificent, kindling in our 
people the will to play and celebrate under the benevolent rays 
of a kindly winter sun, amid surroundings of incomparable 
beauty and contrasting grandeur. 
THE SUN BOWL GAME 
This football classic has come into its own, being ranked as 
one of the really important post season gridiron classics. Vast 
interest in the game has been developed from the east coast to 
the west, from Montana to the gulf. Sport writers and sport 
commentators on the air mention the Sun Bowl these days when 
football is mentioned. And the Southwest has  football teams to 
match against the nation's finest. It is upon this fact that the 
annual selection of the Border Conference winner a s  the "Home 
Team" is made. This game is bringing the colleges and uni- 
versifies of this great Sunshine Area into national recognition. 
Opening 1938, the fans are  being offered a real Football 
Treat. Nowhere in the country will there b e  a better game than 
in El Paso on New Year's Dav. Two of the leadina. two of the - - 
most spectacular and colorful-teams in the sport will meet in 
the Sun Bowl. A vast audience of listeners will hear the Sun 
Bowl Game thru a broadcast over the Columbia Network Sta- 
tion, WMMN, of Fairmont, West Virginia. This broadcast will 
be  by remote control direct from Kidd Field, handled in El Paso 
by the staff of KTSM. Every sport page in the country will car- 
ry the story of the Sun Bowl on Sunday, January 2nd. This is 
the type of publicity which money cannot buy; advertising 
which will tell the Southwest's Sunshine Story in words of 
magic. 
The "Red Raider" of Texas Tech, from Lubbock, Texas, are  
the "Home Team." The opponents a re  the giant "Mountain- 
eers" of West Virginia University from Morgantown. This is the 
.first Sun Bowl to have teams contesting who've played all over 
the United States and beaten the best of them. The battle they 
play on New Year's Day promises to b e  a classic-and may go 
a little ways toward solving that baffling question, "What Sec- 
tion of the country plays the best brand of football?" 
WELCOME to EI Paso! 
Make the Southwest's Greatest 
Department Store Your Headquarters ! 
W E invite you to visit our store, Sun Bowl Guests! Let us serve you in any way 
we can. Every department of the Popular 
is prepared to meet your requirements with 
fashion-right apparel and modern home 
needs. You'll find interesting souvenirs and 
gifts to take to your friends and families. 
POPULAR DRY GOODS CO. 
Mesa, Texas and San Antonio Streets 
2 
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H O U S E  o f  U I f l T H l l l S  
Queen of the Soul hwestem Sun Garnival 
aM. A! J l ec  
1 Duchess Susan 
of the 
House of Peterson 
Duchess Keitl 
of the 
House of Teigh 
Duchess Beverly 
of the 
House of Cate 
Duchess Ellen 
of the 
House of Hoard 
S T U R G I S  6 C O M P A N Y  
ALAMO LUMBER CO. 
FEDER'Y J E W E L R Y  
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE 
BL UMENTHA L'S pioneer p h a  
SCHUHMANN 
PHOTO SHOP 
Walter f. Schaffer and Frank A. Saner 
EL PAS0  TYPEWRITER CO. 
806 N. MESA 
J. J. NEWBERRY CO. 
400 N. MESA 6 424 TEXAS ST. 
The 
MINE AND SMELTER SUPPLY CO. 
Miners Headquarters Before and After Graduation 
+ 
410-414 San Francisco St. .,El .Pow.. Taxas 
R. S. BEARD, Mgr. 
t 
The ROYAL PRINCESSES from the Cities of The SUN EMPIRE 
Princess Princess Princess Princess Princeu Princess 
Frances Green Lucyle Ferguson Mary Ruth Thomason Mar arita Soule Sally Deckert Marilyn Myers 
Alcmrogordo . Alpine Anthony ~%ihuahua Demhg Fabem 
Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess 
Pauline Nichols June Beeman Madrieene Kelp Faye McKeown . Adela Urias Clarabel Echols Jeanne Davis 
Fort Bliss Fort Stockton Hot Springs Jal Juarer Lou Cruces Midland 
Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess 
Mary Martha Coffield Regina Yarbrough ,.,ra Lou Morton Erle Powell Ollie Sue Annstrong Millie Knox Helen hichard 
Mada N. M. State College N. M. Teachers Coll. North Odessa Pecoa Roswell South Odessa 
Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess Princess Princews 
Anna Goering Edwarda Keltner Maxine Fry Betty Jane Mitchell Maxine Smith Jane Greer Marie Dodson 
Sul Ross College Texas Coll. of Mines Texas Tech. College Tularosa Van Horn Unir. of W. Va. Ysleta A N n  C O .  
You'll Always Enjoy Yourself at--- 
The Gayest Spot on the Border 
LOU LOCKET 
WILL PRESENT 
3 Spectacular Floor Shows Nightly 
The Finest Food Prepared by Our Chef Formerly from 
MARR HOPIUN HOTEL (San Francisco) 
Just Across Scmta Fe Bridge FRED BORLAND. Prop. In Juarez, Old Mexico 
209 N. stanton r;l raso, z-exas -
I 615 Montana Street I 
M A W B I N S  D A I R Y  
"El Paso's Oldest and Largest Independent" 
MAIN 8 8 2  
Official Opening of Sun Carnival 
ANNUAL "POPULAR CONCERT 
EL PAS0 SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
H. ARTHUR BROWN, conductor 
Wednesday, December 29th 8:15 P. M. 
t Liberty Hall . G 
P R O G R A M  
I. ' Evening Prayer and Dream Pantomine from 
........................................ Hansel and Gretel" Humperdinck 
11. Nutcracker Suite Tschaikowsky 
salute to the Sun Queen and her court. (a) Overture Miniature (e) Danse Arabe 
(b) Marche ( f )  Dance Chinoise 
(c) Dance of the Sugar- (g) . Dance of the Flutes 
Plum Fairy (h) Waltz of the Flowers 
H. ARTHUR B R O W  (d) Trepak (Russian Dance) 
',, VIOLIN SOLOIST 111. Introduction and Tarantelle for violin and ' 
........................................................................ , . orchestra Sarasate 
. El Pqso!vwn Sym~hony H. ARTHUR BROWN directOr";'k *' appear . IV. Liebestraume (Dreams of Love) ................................... k t  
a s  violin o isf in the an- 
nual holiday popular con- .% ~.b(a) Depuis le lour (Ever since the Day) 
cert necember ggth, which ! from "Louise" .............................................. Charpentier 
. performance will open, ,the (b) The Spirit Flower Tipton 
Southwestern Sun Carnival. COURTNEY PROFFITT 
The Symphony difector 'kn- :" VI. (a) Londonderry Air .............................................. Grainger 
joys an  enviable reputation (b) On the Trail from the "Grand Canyon Suite"..Grofe 
as a concert violinist and Dedicated to Texas Tech. University. 
is responding to many .re- (c) Caprice Viennois Kreisler 
quests to play his fadrite Dedicated to the University of West Virginia 
instrument. , . .  VII. Rhumba from "Second Symphony" .................. McDonald 
Compliments 
Land& Lumber Co. 
I BUILDING MATERIALS 
1830 Texas St. Muin 282 
COURTNEY PROFFITT 
GUEST SOLOIST 
Responding t o  popular 
request, the Association is 
happy to announce the en- 
gagement of Courtney Prof- 
fitt, long a favorite with 
El Paso audiences. This 
brilliant 1 y r i c soprano, 
whose appearances have 
delighted music lovers of 
the ~outhwdst, has just 
completed a series of radio 
performances at  Salt Luke 
City, Denver and Butte, 
Montana. 
CAR PARTS DEPOT, INC. 
Di~tributor~ for 
PHILCO RADIOS, GRUNOW REFRIGERATORS, 
ONE-MINUTE WASHERS, WELDING EQUIPMENT, 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS 
714 Texas Street El Paso, Texas 
1 
Event No. 2 
QUEEN'S BREAKFAST 
- 
Honorina Her Court - - - - - - - - - - 4 1 ~hursdbv. December 30th. 1030 A. M. * .  
Hotel Cortez 
Her Majesty, Martha Charlene, Queen of the Southwestern 
Sun Carnival is hostess to her royal court, including her ladies- 
in-waitina-the duchesses of El Paso, and the princesses from 
the cities of the Sun Empire. 
Event No. 3 
MILITARY DAY REVIEW . 
by tne officers and personnel of Fort Bliss 
Thursday, December 30th, 10:30 A. M. 
Fort Bliss 
This review in honor of visitors for the Sun Carnival has 
been arranged thru the courtesy of Brigadier General Ben Lear, 
Commandant at Fort Bliss. It is an  event well worth seeing 
and the public is cordially invited to attend. All the distinguish- 
ed visitors to the Sun Carnival will be in the reviewing stand. 
Event No. 4 
HORSE SHOW 
I 
Thursday, December 30, 1:30 P. M. 
Howze Stadium Fort Bliss 
A rare treat is in store for those who attend this event. The 
I 
show will include Inter-Unit Team Jumping, Mounted Wrestling 
1891 1938 
Fcrmily Laundry Service 
Damp Wash, T4rifty Service and Economy Family Find 
FINE CLOTHING 
REQUIRE FINE CLEANING 
Dry Cleaning by the 
~ ~ . ~ - ~ l  1 
PROCESS 
Insures 
Longer Life to Your Garments 
Brightens and RENEWS the Colors 
Ladies' and Men's Hcrts Cleaned and Blocked 
We Manufacture and Renovate Mattresses 
Rug Clecrning and Resizing 
I Shoe Repairing I EL PAS0 LAUNDRY & CLEANERS, INC. i Phone Main 470 901-911 s;. Santa Fe Street 
by Enlisted Men, A Ladies Hack Class and an  Opening Jump 
ing eveht. The last tyo classes are open to any civilian riders, 
with entries unlimited. 
Event No. 5 
CORONATION 
of the Queen of the Southwestern Sun 
Carnival by His Excellency 
Lt.   over nor Walter Woodul 
of. Texas 
Thursday, December 30, 8:30 P. M. 
Plaza Theater 
Admiadon: Downstairs. 84c per person 
Upstairs, 55c per peraoh 
Tax Included 
The coronation of Her Majesty, Martha Charlene of the 
House of Watkins, a s  Queen of the Southwestern Sun Carnival 
will be a regal, brilliant, never-to-be-forgotten part of the Holi- 
day Celebrations. The stage of the Plaza Theater, setting for 
this colorful event, will be lavishly decorated as befits a Sun 
Queen's Coronation. As the curtain rises, the spectators will 
view a scene of most unusual beauty. Standing in their places 
surrounding the Sun Throne will be the queen's lovely Ladies- 
in-Waiting with their escorts, and the radiant Sun Princesses 
representing the cities of the Sun Empire with their escorts. 
Dr. Dossie M. Wiggins, Preiident 'of the Texas College of 
Mines, ,is again the gracious Master of Ceremonies. He will 
announce the visiting dignitaries a s  they come upon the stage. 
Lust to enter will be Hi Excellency, Lt. Gov. Walter Woodul 
of Texas. When all are in place, Her Majesty, Queen Mqrtha 
Charlene, makes a royal entrance thru an  audience composed 
of the social, civic and business leaders of the Southwest. She 
will be welcomed by His Excellency and accompanied to her 
place on the glittering Sun Throne. 
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING 




A R I Z O N A  
I I!! r 
Her Court and all the distinguished guests will then be  
presented to Her Majesty. The Sun Princesses will be presented 
in the following order: Princess Frances of Alamogordo, Princess 
Lucyle of Alpine, Princess Mary Ruth of Anthony, Princess 
Margarita of Chihuahua, Princess Sally of Deming, Princess 
Marilyn of Fabens, Princess Pauline of Fort Bliss, Princess June 
of Fort Stockton, Princess Madrieene of Hot Springs, Princess 
Faye of Jal, Princess Adela of Juarez, Princess Clarabel of Las 
Cruces, Princess Jeanne of Midland, Princess Mary Martha of 
Marfa, Princess Regina of New Mexico State College, Princess 
Clara Lou of New Mexico State Teachers College, Princess Erle 
of North Odessa, Princess Ollie Sue of South Odessa, Princess 
Millie of Pecos, Princess Helen of Roswell, Princess Anna of Sul 
Ross College, Princess Edwarda of Texas College of Mines, 
Princess Maxine of Texas Technological College, Princess Betty 
Jane of Tularosa, Princess Maxine of Van Horn, Princess Jane of 
University of West Virginia, Princess Marie of Ysleta. 
After all have been presented, Queen Martha Charlene will 
accept the oath to reign light-heartedly, gayly, and  with friend- 
liness for all of her subjects in the Sun Empire. His Excellency 
Walter Woodul will remove the sparkling, richly jeweled Sun 
Crown from the head of Queen Gretchen of the House of 
Reinemund, Monarch of last year's Sun Carnival, and will 
place it on the lovely, youthful, head of Queen Charlene, amid 
the enthusiastic acclaim of her host of admiring subjects. 
Event No. G 
SUN QUEEN'S RECEPTION AND BALL 
Thursday, December 30, 9:30 P. M. 
El Paso Country Club 
Admission: $1.20 per person. tax included. 
1 
The brilliant social event of the floliday Season is the Grand 
Reception and Ball to be  held a t  bekutiful El Paso Country Club 
immediately following the Coronation. Committees of El Paso's 
social leaders have been planning this delightful party for 
months. As the parade and football game have grown finer 
each year, this outstanding society function has become more 
important and  this season will surpass in elaborateness and  
gayety all previous balls. 
BEST OF SUCCESS TO 
THE SUN CARNIVAL 
v 
Wishes Yorc a 
Happy New Year! 
Guests on arriving will be greeted by Mrs. K. D. Lynch and 
Mr. Paul Hutchins, Co-Chairman of the Queen's Ball Committee, 
and a group of thirty members of the Junior League. They will 
then be presented by Mr. Harris Walthall, Chairman of the 
Distinguished Visitors Committee, to the reception line headed 
by Her Royal Majesty, Queen Martha Charlene, His Excellency 
Lt. Governor Walter Woodul, other distinguished guests and 
their wives, President Will Crombie of the Sun Carnival and 
Mrs. Crombie, Dr. C. M. Hendricks, Director General of the Sun 
Carnival and Mrs, Hendricks, Sun Duchesses and Sun 
Princesses. 
Music for the Coronation and dance music for the Reception 
and Sun Queen's Ball is furnished by Jimmie Field's and his 
eleven piece orchestra, the favorite band of the Southwest. 
Decorations at  the Country Club are  in the spirit of the theme 
of the parade, "A Pageant of the World." A most unusual and 
brilliant affair is in store for all, and all are  cordially invited. 
Starting the ball will be  a delightful departure from pre- 
cedent, The Sun Queen, with His Excellency and her entire 
court with their escorts, will swing into the rhythm of a "Favor 
Dance," details of which are being kept secret by the 
Committee. 
Event No. 7 
INTERNATIONAL DAY 
Friday, December 3 1st. 
In keeping with the spirit of the 1938 Sun Carnival, which 
is built around the Pageant of the World, International Day will 
be  a colorful and interesting event. It has been arranged 
through the co-operation of all the various Nationals residing 
in the Sun Empire. Unique and brightly colored costumes of 
many countries will be  in evidence on the streets sf El Paso 
all day. Schools, civic organizations, Women's-Clubs a n d  -others 
are  collaborating in this effort. Both the E3..Paso .Tipica Or- 
chestra and the W. P. A. Tipica Orchestra will m a d e  down- 
town in native costume, playing their instruments. A group 
of decendants of ancient Aztec Indians will .be.seen wearing 
their tribal feather headdress and robes. 
(Continued on page 12) 
MAIN 2176 
EL PAS0 HOTEL SUPPLY CO. 
EQUIPMENT FOR RESTAURANTS. BARS 
AND SODA FOUNTAINS 
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION 
112 S. Oregon St. El Paso, Texas 
2 4 - H O U R  S e r v i c e  
Factory Trained Mechanics Factory Designed Equipment 
Chevrolet - Pontiac - Oldsmobile 
Lasalle - Cadillac 
L O N E  S T A R  M O T O R  CO.  
1500 TEXAS ST. MAIN 6100 
A C o m p l e t e  S t o c k  o f  F i n e s t  
L I Q U O R S  W I N E S  B E E R S  
FAST, F'FIEE DELIVERY - LOW PRICES 
RITZ BEER & LIQUOR DEPOT 
2851 Montana St. Five Points Main 984 
DON THOMPSON, INC. 
+ 
SPORTING GOODS HEADQUARTERS 
Bassett Tower 
Event No. 11 
PAGEANT OF THE WORLD PARADE 
S a t u r d a y ,  January lst, 1938, 9 A. M. 
Chris P. Fox, 
Chairman of Parade Committee 
No more appropriate theme for the 1938 Sun 
Carnival Parade could have been selected than the 
"Pageant of the World," for the reason that it has 
brought to El Paso and the Southwest not only na- 
tional attention and publicity, but world-wide recog- 
nition. This parade is known about and will be read 
of with interest on every continent. Some sixty or 
more floats will portray most of the nations of the 
globe and many of the States of the Union. The infor- 
mation for the design and decoration of these floats has 
necessitated correspondence with every country and 
with every state, serving forcibly to bring the Sun 
Empire and its activities to the attention of people 
scattered 'round the globe. Floats are being entered 
by organizations of every character and representing 
every walk of life in this vast, yet not thickly popu- 
lated desert wonderland. Twenty bands from schools 
and various organizations add life, color and music 
to the parade. 
and representative of His Excellency, Governor Gus- 
tavo Talamantes of Chihuahua will be the honor 
guests of the Sun Carnival Pageant of the World 
Parade. These and other dignitaries including Brigade 
General Juan Felipe Rico Islas, Commandant of the 
Juarez Garrison; Brigadier General Ben Lear, Com- 
mander of the 1st Cavalry Division at Fort Bliss; 
Mayor Marvin Harlan of 'the Host City, Consul-General 
Manuel Esparza Zimbron; Consul George P. Shaw, 
U. S. Consulate. Ciudad Juarez; State Senator H. L. 
Winfield of Fort Stockton; President C. H. Boucher of 
the University of West Virginia; President Bradford 
Knapp of Texas Tech; Hon. Joaquin Cordova, Inter- 
national Boundary Commissioner, Mexican Section 
and Hon. L. M. Lcrwson, International Boundary Com- 
missioner, American Section will be seated on the re- 
viewing stand located at Montana and Newman 
Streets. 
LINE OF MARCH 
The parade will be broadcast, as stated before, 
news-reel photographers will make a celluloid record The parade start at Campbe11 and Texas 
of the entire which will be seen by many Streets, proceed west on Texas to Mesa Avenue, 
thousands all over the United States, stressing again thence On Mesa Street and east On 
the delightful climate of a region where parades Montana to Five Points, where it will disband. 
football-games can be staged in comfort on New 
Year's Day. 
DIGNITARIES 
His Excellency, Governor Clyde Tingley of New 
Mexico; His Excellency, Lt. Governor Walter Woodul 
of Texas and Hon. Angel Martinez, State Treasurer 
r P <a <3 
$ 4  ;I, 15 13 399 Ll " a r q  4 
SUCCESS TO THE SUN CARNIVAL 
f7 
Happy New Year! 
GET YOUR 
PICTURES PARADE 
W. M. WHITE OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER 
Phone Main 782 East 1071-J 
Every Float Every Band 
Bailey-Mora Co. 
Customhouse Brokers & Fomarding Agents 
450 Canal St. - P. 0. Box 45 
EL PASO, TEXAS 
Let us solve your importing and exporting problems 
f? 
Mexican Correspondent 
Manuel F. Mora 
Calle 16th de Sept. 101 Ote. Aptdo. Postal 18 
Ciudad Juarez, Chih., Mexico 
MORTGAGE INVESTMENT COMPANY 
REAL ESTATE - LOANS & INVESTMENTS 
110 N. STANTON MAIN 426 
Edward Hines, Inc. LUMBER and BUILDING 
1724 TEXAS ST. MAIN 2740 MATERIALS 
Prizes For The Parade 
Floats in the Pageant of Beauty Parade of the South- 
western Sun Carnival, will be judged by giving a 
maximum of 50% on faithfulness of portrayal of the 
subject, and 50% on beauty of design, decoration, and 
general appearance. 
The pcrrade is to be divided into six major divisions, 
several of which are, in turn, subdivided. Three prizes 
are to be awarded the best floats in each division or 
sub-division, as follows: First prize, $50.00; Second 
prize, $25.00; Third prize, $15.00. 
At the head of each division and at the head of the 
many sub-divisions is to be a band. Bands are enter- 
ed by several colleges, high schools and numerous 
miscellaneous organizations. Prizes are to be award- 
ed the best College bands, the best El Paso high 
school bands, the best out-of-town high school bands, 
and the best miscellaneous bands. First prizes, $50.00; 
Second prizes, $25.00; Third prizes, $15.00. 
A "Sweepstakes" Prize of $100.00 is to be awarded 
the best float in the whole parade, regardless of 
classification. 
Grand Marshal of the Parade 
Lovely Noel Collier, popular 
leading lady with the Drunkard 
company, now playing in El 
Paso, has been chosen by the 
Sun Carnival Committee to ad 
as Grand Marshall of the Pcigeant 
of the World Parade on New 
Year's morning. 
Miss Collier is a finished ac- 
tress, a beauty in her own right 
and a n  accomplished aquestrien- 
ne. She was chosen to Marshall 
the parade not only because of 
her attractiveness and  talent, but 
also because she is a native 
Texan and  a member of a n  old 
Texas family of distinction. It 
was a t  Westminster College that 
Miss Collier first embarked on 
her theatrical career. The Pitts- Miss Noel Collier 
burg Little Theater, numerous stock companies followed, until 
she was invited to join the Show Boat Players a t  the Pan 
American Exposition. 
Miss Collier has  said that her invitation to act as Grand 
Marshall was like a wonderful "coming home" present. She 
adds much to the beauty and  glamour of a n  already spec- 
tacular event. 
0. B. HOCER'S 106 SHELDON ST. 
S H E L D 0 N B U F F E T "The in Shortest t e World Street 
G R A I N  H E I D B ' R  0 S.,CORP. F E E D  
PHONE MAIN 36 
Compliments of 
YEARWOOD GROCERY Co. 
100~o Home Owned 
f7 
500 N. Mesa - 202 N. Mesa 
808 Montana 
3527 Hueco 
2020 N. Piedras - 1001 N. Piedras 
3330 Fort Boulevard 
Home Oil Cornpang of El Paso, Inc. 
100 % El Paso Owned 
And 
Stations @ and Dealers 
Wish You A Pleasant Day And 
A H A P P Y  1 9 3 8  
c,t, 'Pi &?at; 
"The Most Interesting Shop in luarez" 
PEFFUMES CURIOS LIQUORS 
JUAREZ, OLD MEXICO 






SUN CARNIVAL OFFICIAL BAND 
FLAG BEARERS (50) 
DIGNITARIES 
SUN QUEEN AND HER COURT 
El Paso Chamber of Commerce 
The float bearing Her Regal Majesty Charlene of the House 
of Watkins and Her Royal Court of lovely Princesses is entirely 
non-competitive, and is sponsored by  the El Paso Chamber of 
Commerce a s  a gesture of friendliness,, honor and  good-will 
towaid the Queen and Her Court and  the Third Annual South- 
western Sun Carnival. 
Carried out in masses of white, the float is embellished with 
the official Sun Carnival hues of Blue and  Gold. Queen 
Charlene sits upon her golden throne beneath a beautiful 
colonnade and, framed by a huge sun, looks with graciousness 
upon her many princesses, the entire picture symbolic of the 
sunshine and loveliness of the Southwest. 
LADIES IN WAITING 
U. S. ARMY BAND 
MECHANIZED UNITS 
YSLETA HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
THE LAST STAND 
Seventh U. S. Cavalry 
The Seventh Cavalry Float in the 1938 Sun Carnival, featur- 
ing the Conquest of the West, will depict a scene painted by  
Remington entitled "The Last S t a n d .  It will show a group of 
cavalrymen in the blue uniform of the period of the Indian 
Wars, with sabers stuck in the ground, standing off a n  Indian 
attack with rifles. The old scouts of the period will be  represent- 
ed  and the uniforms of the various groups of cavalrymen in 
the picture will be  blue shirt and  breeches, with yellow stripe, 
stuck into black boots. Around the neck will be  a yellow hand- 
For 
Thirst Emergencies 
The Doctor Stands By 
DOCTOR PEPPER 
EMPIRE PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
kerchief and each trooper will wear a black cartridge belt 
typical of the period, with black bandolier. 
The float will be  colorfully decorated with appropriate flags, 
standards and troop guidons, and  will show a n  era  of our 
count*'s history in which the Garry Owens played such a pro- 
minent part. 
MODERN CAVALRY WEAPONS 
Eighth U. S. Cavalry 
The 8th Cavalry Float will depict "Modern Cavalry Weapons". 
It will not represent the glories of the past, but rather the pos- 
sibilities of the present. Due to the size of the float it will be  
impossible to show the horses of the men engaged or the pack 
animals. 
The float will present terrain familiar to all residents of El 
Paso and  will consist of Sand Hills and  types of vegitation 
common to the vicinity of Fort Bliss. Displayed rather openly, 
instead of beina concealed as would be  the case under actual .-.----~ 
tactical conditions, are  the weapons issued to a cavalry regi- 
ment. The weapons will b e  operated by  the gunners and rifle- 
men in a reasonably accurate manner. 
On a central mound will b e  the 37 mm. gun in position to 
fire toward the rear; on the comers will be  located a calibre .30 
water cooled machine gun; a calibre .50 machine gun; a calibre 
.30 light machine gun; and a calibre .45 sub-machine gun. 
These weapons will b e  pointed away  from the center of the 
float. The magazine rifle calibre .30 and the automatic pistol 
calibre .45 will be  in evidence but will not b e  employed. 
SUL ROSS BAND 
FIELD ARTILLERY IN ACTION 
82nd Field Artillery 
A typical desert scene showing the 75 M/M Howitzer in ac- 
tion is the motif of the float representing the 82nd Field Artil- 
lery. 
In addition to the Howitzer, appropriate modem instruments 
with their operators are  portrayed. These include the Battery 
Commander's Telescope, the Range Finder, and a modern U. 
S. Army radio. 
Bordering the artillery float are  the eight guidons of the dif- 
ferent oraanizations which constitute the 82nd Field Artillery. 
These gGdons only serve to outline the float. 
Drawing the float is the normal artillery hitch of six horses. 
These horses are  driven by three experienced drivers from Bat- 
tery single "D", mount. and  are  commanded by a selected sergant on a 
(Continued on page 26) 
I YELLOW CAB CO. - M 3500 - YELLOW CAB CO. 1 
I 1 
I While here . . Visit El Paso's Leadig  Men's Store . . I I D O D G E  C L O T H E S  I I Union Clothing Co., Inc I I  Always "TOP OF THE WORLD VALUES" BEN LEVY, Pres. SUITS - TOPCOATS - OVERCOATS - HATS for Men 6 Young Men 
San Antonio and Oregon Sts. 
Featuring Nationally Known Men's Wecrr 
AT SAVINGS of -$5 to $10 
220 E. San Antonio St.. El Paso 
11 
El Paso's Complete Home 






Shop where there's plenty free parking space 
PETERSON 
LUMBER & PAINT CO. 
1630 Texas St. Main 7400 
Event No. 8 
PAN-CIVIC LUNCHEON 
Friday, December 31, 12 noon 
Hilton Hotel 
This will be  the opportunity to honor the distinguished 
visitors who will be  in El Paso for the Sun Carnival. This 
luncheon is being held through the courtesy of the El Paso 
Lions Club, who will act a s  hosts. The Sun Queen and her 
. court will be their special guests. The men of the city and the 
Sun Carnival territory are  invited to attend. 
During the luncheon the name of the fortunate young lady 
from among the lovely girls of the Queen's Court who has 
been chosen to be Bing Crosby's protege for 1938 will be  
announced. She will receive a free trip to Hollywood, where 
she will be  royally entertained, given a movie screen test and 
possibly a contract. In 1935 Miss Bessie Patterson of Hot 
Springs, New Mexico was chosen for this honor and delightful 
experience and last year Miss Winfield of Ft. Stockton won 
the trip to Hollywood a s  the guest of Bing Crosby. Who will 
be  the lucky girl this year? Come to the luncheon and find out. 
Serving Meats to El Paso 
and Surrounding Territory 
JOHN T. McELROY 
Packing Company 
"A South western Institution" 
Event No. 9 
INTERNATIONAL DAY TEA 
Friday, December  31, 5 P. M. 
Cortez Hotel 
This tea is being given by the Sun Carnival International 
Day Committee for all those who are in costume. Ii.is antici- 
pated that this will be  a brilliant and colorful affair.and.that 
a very large number will be  in attendance. 
Many club women's groups and social parties are  planned 
for luncheon downtown in costume on this day. 
Event No. 10 
NEW YEAR'S EVE FROLICS 
The Royal Sun Court, headed by Her Majesty, Queen 
Charlene, will make the rounds of the New Year's Eve Parties 
at  all the downtown hotels. She will make merry with her 
subjects and bid joy reign unconfined. The Court will be ac- 
claimed by those celebrating and royally entertained every- 
where. 
RIO GRANDE LUMBER AND FUEL COMPANY 
Retailers of LUMBER, BUILDING MATERIALS, FUEL AND PAINTS OF ALL KINDS 
EL PASO. TEXAS 
INTERNATIONAL WAREHOUSE INC. 
"Fireproof Storage" 
MOVING - PACKING - SHIPPING 
1601 Magoffin Ave. El Paso. Texas Tel. Main 77 




Standard of Quality Since 1833 
5 
Full Service 
Wholesalers to the Retail Trade 
420 W. Scrn Antonio St. El Paso, Texas 
k i 
WELCOME TO E L  PAS0  A N D  
T H E  SUN CARNIVAL 
WEEKS ROOFING COMPANY 
1510 E. MISSOURI ST. MAIN 89 EL PASO, TEXAS 
RANDEL BATTERY CO. % 
WILLARD STORAGE BATTERIES 
STARTING - LIGHTING - IGNITION 
f7 
423 Texas St. El Paso. Texas 









World Famous Radios 
4 
111-115 S. MESA AVENUE 
EL PASO, TEXAS PHOENIX. ARIZ. 
WHITE * STAR 
C A F E T E R I A  
Opposite Alligator Plaza - 317 N. Oregon st. 
BREAKFAST DINNER SUPPER 
GOOD FOOD MODERATE PRICES 
Save with Safety;--- 
at 
CITY MARKET 




2 108 N. PIEDRAS 
401 E. NEVADA 
2730 MONTANA 
505 N. MESA 
v 
Safeway Stores, Inc. 
Men's Clothing Buy Quality 
Furnishings and 
and Save 
Shoes the Difference 204 E. San Antonio St. - El Paso, Texas 
VISIT OUR NEW PLANT 
AND SEE HOW WE SAFEGUARD 
THE QUALITY 
I v 
Our Very Best to the 
SUN CARNIVAL 
SCHNEIDER'S 
For Over Thirty years - - 
Quality Food Merchandise 
506 N. Mesa Ave. Main 3640 
. 
CAMP GRANDE 
T O U R I S T  C O U R T  
3700 Alameda 
t7 
Highway U. S. 80 
Steam Heat in Winter 
EL PASO, TEXAS 
HEAD COACH A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
Head Coach is Marshall "Little 
Sleepy" Glenn, nicknamed thus 
because his older brother who 
preceded him a t  the University 
was  called "Sleepy." Is one of 
the greatest athletes ever to wear 
the "Mountaineer" livery. 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY 
West Virginia University is 
located in Morgantown, the seat 
of Monongalia county, immediate- 
ly south of the Mason-Dixon line 
where it forms the boundary line 
between southwestern Pennsyl- 
vania and  northern West Virginia. 
T h e W e s t Virginia-Maryland 
boundary is only a few miles 
distant to the eastward. 
Came to the University from 
Elkins, where his chief claim 
to fame was  selection a s  All- 
Scholastic Forward a t  the annual 
b a s k e t b a l l  tournament i n  
Chicago. Held the all-time scor- 
ing record in basketball a t  the 
University until last winter when 
4 
THE SCHOOL 
Texas College of 
Technology 
First opening its doors in 1925, Tech now has a n  enrollment 
of 3,154 students, a faculty of 158, and is the third largest 
college in Texas. Once a part of the old Bar C ranch, college 
lands, covering 2,008 acres, are  valued a t  $150,000. The 320- 
acre campus proper is gradually being planted in grass, 
flowers, and shrubs, and' its drives are being paved. Last year 
one story of the West Texas Museum was built on the campus. 
A $275,000 library building is now under construction. 
West V i r a i n i a University's I Campus comprises about 66 acres near the center of Morgantown. 
The physical plant includes 28 
c.' BOUCHER State owned buildings or struc- 
tures on the Campus, five demonstration a n d  experimental 
farms near Morgantown, and  three experimental farms and 
three agricultural extension centers located a t  suitable points 
throughout the State. The Morgantown plant alone is valued a t  
more than $10,000,000. 
THE PRESIDENT MARSHALL GLENN it was  broken by one of his own pupils, Jack Gocke. Has been 
named by Charley Hyatt, once of Pitt and now a leading Dr. Radford Knapp, President of Texas Technological College, at- amateur star, on his all-time All-Star five. tended Iowa ~gricul tural  College, 
Vanderbilt Universitv and took Glenn's football exploits were just a s  noteworthy but did 
not get the attention they deserved because he played the 
blocking back post. He held the regular job three years-1927, 
1928 and 1929--backing u p  the line when only one man was  
used in that capacity, being a topnotch pass receiver, and  
doing the field goal kicking a n d  converting points af:cr touch- 
downs. 
THE COACH - ~ - -  -~- - ~ his LL.B. at  university of Michigan 
in 1896. Active in agriculture and  Head mentor for the Raiders, 
Pete W. Cawthon has been a t  
Tech since 1930. He was former- 
ly head coach at  Austin college, 
assistant coach a t  Rice Institute 
and a t  Terrell preparatory school 
in Dallas. 
West Virginia University originated from the National Land 
Grant Act of June 2, 1862. 
By a n  act of December 4, 1868, the name of the College 
was changed to "West Virginia University." 
practiced law and  was prominent 
in organization of agricultural co- 
operatives. Became Dean of the 
College of Agriculture a t  the 
President of Oklahoma A. 6 M. 
College in 1923. From there he 
University of Arkansas in 1920; Dr. Radford gnapp "Little Sleepy" is 29 years old. He starred the last time 
West Virginia beat Pitt- in 1928- and is completing his first 
year as head coach. He first coached for two years a t  Martins- 
burg (W. Va.) High after leaving school, then came back to 
the University as head basketball coach a t  the beginning of 
1933-34 season. Took job of freshman football coach in fall of 
'34, and turned out two undefeated teams in his three years 
a t  that position. In basketball, his teams won 47 games while 
losing only 17 in first three years. 
Following the establishment of the University expansion 
w a s  rapid. The College of Law was  added in 1878; the College 
of Engineering and Mechanic Arts in 1887; the Agricultural 
Experiment Station in 1888; the College of Agriculture and  the 
School of Music in 1897; and  the School of Medicine in 1902. 
went to the Presidency of Ala- 
bama Polytecnic Institute in 1928. In 1932 he was chosen as 
President of Texas Technoloaical College, which position he Beginning his football career in a Houston high school, he at- 
tended Southwestern university, 
Georgetown, where he played 
varsity football from 1916-1919. 
now holds. His activities have taken him into much govern- 
mental advisory work in agriculture. He is a n  active member 
in numerous organizations both professional, civic, social and 
fraternal. Dr. Knapp is a n  influential writer and is a frequent 
contributor to a large list of magazines. In addition to this 
he is a learned educator, a civic leader and a friend and  
confident of his students. 
With the opening of the new century two decades of con- 
sistent growth were entered upon. 
In 1917, a n  extensive building program was  inaugurated, 
which has added eight major units to the Campus. The Engin- 
eering Experiment Station was organized in 1921, and  the 
School of Mines in 1926. In 1927 the work in Education, 
hitherto administered in a department of the College of Arts 
and  Sciences, was transferred to the newly created College 
of Education. 
ASSIST 'ANT COACH His first coaching job was in 
Beaumont. Ira Errett Rodgers is the only 
Mountaineer athlete to be  select- 
ed  on of f  i c i  a 1  All-America, 
Camp's 1919 team, where he was  
placed as Captain and Fullback. 
Starred in three sports, football, 
basketball and  baseball. Capt. 
football, 1919; captain, basket- 
ball, 1919; captain, baseball, 1920. 
Head coach in baseball since 
1921, longest term of any  varsity 
coach as a sports instructor. Asst. 
football coach a t  the University, 
1920-1924 inclusive; head coach 
football, 1925-1930 inclusive; as- 
sistant coach, football, 1931. Also 
assistant professor of Physical 
Education. Played forward i n 
Pete Cawthon 




Under President C. S. Boucher much emphasis is being 
placed on excellent instruction and  faculty and  student re- 
search. As a result of such a program the enrollment this fall 
reached the all time high mark of 2669 students in residence. I Montana at Laurel I 
f 1 P A S 0  f I R E  P R O O f  S T O R f l G f  CO. 
Household Storage. Packing, Shipping 
Local and Long Distance Moving 
Agents Mayflower Vams 
1125 Texas Street Main 2077 
Enjoy Our Food . . 
During 
The Sun Carnival 
IRA ERRETT RODGERS basketball and  shortstop in base- ball. Turned *down offer to play 
major league ball, a n d  preferred to remain on college coaching 
staff. W. Va. Amateur golf champion, 1930. Considered greatest 
all-time West Virginia athlete. 
IS 
EL PASO-TEXAS 
WORK WELL PERFORMED A f t e r  the parade and I 
Again we have the privilege of taking after the Game . . .  
this space to congratulate the South- 
Western Sun Carnival Associcrtion. 
and every day in the year-its the 
The spirit and traditions of El Paso and Del Norte where you'll find your 
the great Southwest are well exempli- friends . . and the best food in town! 
fied by the men and women who have 
given so generously of their time and Dean Carpenter, Mgr., Paul Harvey, Exec. Vice-Pres. EL PASO'S O W N  HOTEL m - , m efforts. 
Our best wish for them is a full degree 
of satisfaction in a n  arduous task well 
performed. Event No. 9 
f? 
P e y t o n  P a c k i n g  
S U N  B O W L  F O O T B A L L  G A l W E  
TEXAS TECH "RED RAIDERS" 
C o m p a n y ,  Inc.  . . F. B. Q. B. 
Calhoun Smith (Del Norte Products) 
R. H. L. H. Holmes 
L. G. L. T. L. E. 
Jones Davis Ramsey (c) 
s Hedrick Volkin Hodges Nebera 




WEST VIRGINIA "MOUNTAINEERS" 
- - 
OFFICIALS 1st Q. 2nd Q. 3rd Q. 4th Q. Final 
....................................................................................... Referee Cooper Kinney 
Mississippi State Texas Tech. College 
.......................................................................................... Umpire Roscoe Minton 
Indiana University 
............................................................................... Head Linesman J. W. Sears W. Virginia University 
Kentucky Normal 
.......................................................................................... Field Judge Eddie Dyer 
Rice Institute 
Guarantee Shoe Co. 
It matters not from where you hail! A smooth, skillful service, swift but 
L A 
You will be delighted with the food unhurried, crowns the pleasure of din- - 
and the friendly hospitality at the ing in this truly satisfying hostelry 
STANDARD Hilton Hotel. HILTON HOTEL R P M  GASOLINE Three Famous I Restarrrants 
COFFEE ROOM CONTINENTAL ROOM 
MOTOR OIL 
Unsurpassed Unsurpassed 
~t Standard Stations, Inc. STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF TEXAS Standard Oil Dealers - 
A 
16 
i . ..... . . . . .  
MOUNTAINEERS 
t 19 Moses, Richard 
I &, 4" DeAngelis, Murino 
, / k& Reckert, Robert 
2j W Richardson. Jess *# Moan, Emmett K. 
20 W Clark, Harry 
13 2 Gusste, Michael 
3724 Rapaswick, Anthony 
17 McCue, John 
I 3% Cestaric, Joseph 
j && Foley, Douglas 
1 //a Pinion, Sam 
I &a Lorenz, Harold 
I d# Baisi, Albert 
3 % ~  Eller, Charles 
*a Phares, John Lee 
LO*& Isaac, David 
1 Audia, Sam 
8 Dolly, Richard 
' 21 Neilsen, Robert 
' 14 Hodges, Paul 
6 Davies, Thomas 
* 1 Atty, Alex 
' 20 Nebera, Fred 
' 13 Hedrick, Oley 
I Lettermen . 
RED RAIDERS 
59 Wimberly, G. B. 
45 Murphy, A. B. 
Gilbert, G. B. 
28 Calhoun, Charles 
57 Davis, William 
41 Philbrick, George 
Sasche, F. M. 
24 Alexander, Lewis 
55 Latch, Leonard 
40 Barnard, Buzz 
72 Myers, Brian 
23 Smith, Edward 
54 Jones, Lewis (line C) 
39 Lewis, W. B. 
71 Bostick, Truman 
22 Curfman, Raymond 
53 Owens, Pete 
38 Williams, Rex 
69 Balfanz, Ralph 
21 Tarbox, Elmer 
37 Greene, Wilmer 
67 Webb, G. L. 
52 Madry, Doc 
36 Waldrep, Holt 
65 Taliaierro, Lloyd 
20 Akins, Dudley 
51 Guzick, Frank 
34 Neeley, Thos. 
62 Ramsey, Hershel (C) 
17 White, Dixie 
49 Moseley, Henry 
15 Chernosky, Maurice 
48 Barnett, Gene 
31 Harmon, Philip 
13 Holmes, Bob 
60 Overton, Elbert 
14 Chapman, Miles 
29 Jones, Chief 
I 63 Russell, Bull 
- . STARTING LINE-UPS t ? ' ' .  I f ,  3 .  * , *  - MOUNTAINEERS . .   . _ RED RAIDERS 
8 Dolly LER 
3 Baisi LTR 
1 Atty LGR 
13 Hedrick C 
26 V o h  RGL 
14 Hodges RTL ' 
20 Nebera (C) REL 
24 Rapaswick Q 
5 Clark RHL 
18 Moam LHR 
2 Audia _ .  _ F 
Bostick 6 
. Murphy 45 
Owens 53 
Guzick 51 
Jones (line C) 54 
Davis 57 
Ramsey (C) 62 
Smith 23 
Holmes 13 
Farbox 2 1 
Calhoun 28 
... 
. 2 .  . .- 
- OFFICIALS ..: 
. ": ...... 
-;, .?. 7 P ~ $ ~  1. 
+'&' 9. . . . . . . .  . , L  . .  .. ' 
. ,  
. . :. '3.. : 
.......... .'....... .... .... Referee I:&&: -..,?. :: :...: L :. Cooper Kinney 
;q $:;.J:j;$ y:;::,----:. 
. . .  - ..s; 
,;. L... ;.; *+;: - .  Mississippi State . . . .  
. . 
". , >  -- a 
. .r '*, , ' . . .  Umpre ':I$,; ..,..,- ............................*..-.. . Roscoe Miqton 
. . ,  . 
. . - Indiana University .-. - 
-.> . . > . I .  ; . ....;.b',p. 2 :' - .  . . ' .  






r . I  
............................................... : $ieTd Judge Eddie Dyer 
Rice Institute 
- 
AL H A R D Y  OIL C O .  
SERVICE STATIONS 
The Sun Carnival. 
Player of 
the future 
a Exclusive Distributor 






Texas College of Techi nology "Red Raidersw I "The gasoline as new as tomorrow" I Starts Like a Flash - No Knocks on Hills 
DATA ON INDIVIDUAL "RAIDER" PLAYERS DATA ON INDIVIDUAL "RAIDER" PLAYERS or 
Hard Pulls 
"Mountam Boys TEXAS TECH 1937 FOOTBALL RECORD Red Raiders Opponents 
Tech has been a traveling team this year, as nine states were rep- 
resented on the "Red Raiders" 1937 schedule Durlng the past SIX sea- 6 Arizona State (flagstaff) ; 0 12 University of Texas 
sons, Tech has come up from a virtually unknown Panhandle team to 25 0 Detroit University 
one nationally recognized During that six years Tech won 46 games, 34 6 Montana State University 
lost 16, t ~ e d  4 They made 1,185 points to only 377 for their opponents 
13 
20 University of Arizona 0 
Elmer Tarbox, swivel-hipped halfback and Capt " R e d  Ramsey are  '01 Univelmsity of New Mexico 0 
a Quietlng and restraining influence on a team noted for ~ t s  high spirit l4 Oklahoma A. 6 M. 6 
and "devil-may-care" attitude This team IS unrivalled for color and fire 25 Loyola of the South 6 
and can be depended on always to do the unexpected, and to usually 13 Duquesne University 0 7 Centenary College do it well 2 27 Creighton University 0 
GIVEN B,,OTI.IERS 
L x c l m i v e  d&t, 
FLORSHEIM SHOES 
310 E. San Antonio St. Mail Orders Accepted 





PHONE MAIN 656 
The Nation's Milkman 
for 80 Years 
% 
0. S. T. SERVICE 
4214 Alameda 
PHONE MAIN 1254 
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS 
At All Grocers 
or call 




PHONE MAIN 555 
I AT YOUR GROCER I 
RED 6 WHITE SERVICE 
500 Texas St. 
PHONE MAIN 1607 
I I c o n s  I I BEFORE YOU I I OFFICE EQUIPMENT 1 
1  m [ R I [ A n  A T T E N D  T H E  SUN B O W L  G A M E  
f URnlTURE - and afterwards, take dvantage of the refreshing fountain service - and conplete modern drug ser- 
I 
a 
vice - alwavs readv at h e  6 stores operated by 1 
I 
E - ~ 
comP1ng G U N N I N G - C A S T E E L  BASSETT TOWER 
Texas at Stcrnton 
MAIN 218 Conveniently Locded All Over Town EL PASO, TEXAS 
West Virginia University "Mountaineers" 
When your business No. Name Wt. Pos. Age Home Town No. Name Wt. Pos. Age Home Town 
1 Atty, Alex 201 G 20 Johnstown, Pa. 14 Hodges, Paul 205 T 21 Morgantown, W. Va. 
2 Audia, Sam 185 F 20 Charleston, W. Va. 15 Isaac, David 150 H 21 Charleston, W. Va. 
3 Baisi, Albert 198 T 20 Elkins, W. Va. 16 Lorenz, Harold 189 Q 23 East Brady, Pa. 
4 Cestaric, Joseph 198 T 20 Barrackville, W. Va. 17 McCue, John 170 H 21 Morgantown, W. Va. 
5 Clark, Harry 171 H 20 Uniontown, Pa. 18 Moan, Emmett K. 180 H 24 Long Beach, Cal. 
6 Davies, Thomas 180 F 22 Morgantown, W. Va. 19 Moses, Richard 178 G 20 Charleston, W. Va. 
7 DeAngelis, Murino 186 E 20 Monessen, Pa. 20 Nebera, Fred 175 E 21 Grant Town, W. Va. 
8 Dolly, Richard 205 E 20 Onega, W. Va. 2 1 Neilsen, Robert 175 C 22 South Gate, Cal. 
9 Eller, Charles 175 E 21 Grafton, W. Va. 22 Phares, John Lee 168 H 22 Elkins, W. Va. 
10 Foley, Douglas 195 T 21 Waverly, W. Va. 23 Pinion, Sam 140 H 20 Wheeling, W. Va. 
11 Gussie, Michael 185 G 20 Everettsville, W. Va. 24 Rapaswick, Anthony 182 Q 19 Wheeling, W. Va. 
12 Heckert, Robert 190 T 20 Berea, W. Va. 25 Richardson, Jess 175 C 22 Charleston, W. Va. 
13 Hedrick, Oley 185 C 22 Fairmont, W. Va. 26 Volkin, David 183 G 21 Mt. Pleasant, W. Va. 
I or pleasure brings you I Carlsbad Caverns have 
had over 1,000,000 visitors 
to El Paso, you will 
DE-LUXE STREAMLINE 
MODERN COACHES 
welcome at the 
Leave 9:00 a. m. Return 7:45 p. m. I West Virginia University had the outstanding State University foot- ball team in the east this year and came thru the 1937 season with a n  
enviable record. They were defeated only once, and  then by Pittsburg 
which is conceded to be  the No. 1 football team of the country. Despite 
defeat they gained more yardage against Pitt than any other team this 
year, which in itself is a tribute to the offensive power of West Virginia. 
Only other blot on a perfect season was a 6 to 6 tie with Georgetown 
University. Georgetown caught them in a late season slump after they'd 
won 5 hard games. But the hardy "Mountain Boys" came back to solidly 
trance Toledo and  George Washington and to keep their own goal line 
untouched. Realizing that George Washington held Arkansas, one of the 
Southwest Conferences' toughest teams to a scoreless tie, West Virginia 
crushing (26 to 0) defeat of the Saint Louis team is a n  indication of their 
power. Several years Pitt was the only team to beat West Virginia. 
on Kidd Field scored 60 points during the season and ranked fifth in 
individual eastern scoring. 
The trip to El Paso from Morgantown is a well-earned reward for a 
troupe of husky, willing ball-players who assure the Sun Bowl fans of 
more than their money's worth against Texas Tech. 
DAILY 




0 CARLSBAD CAVERNS 
COACHES 
West Virginia Wesleyan 
Pittsburg 







I and I 
The Montaineers made 117 first downs to 58 for their opponents for 
the 1937 season; gained 699 yards to 412 from passes; ran 1,876 yards from 
Scrimmage to 643 for their rivals, punted for a n  average of 37 yards and 
completed almost 40 per cent of their passes attempted. 
I DALE RESLER, Manager I 1 212 San Francisco St. - Telephone Main 1155 I 
Clark, who will be  seen lugging the pigskin for the far-eastern visitors 
EL PASO'S 
DEPARTMENTIZED 
CUT RATE DRUG STORE 
The 123 Members o f  this 
organization wish you a 
Happy New Year I W a r n e r  I 
and suggest a Buick or 
Chevrole t for 1938 
I sunshine and happiness. - 24 Hour Service--All Makes of Cars 
DRUG CO. INC. I .  
Free In Front Phone 
Delivery post Off ice  Main 73 
- I .  I REFRIGERATORS 
1 El Paso's Sunshine for CONSUM~RS ICE for Economical Transportation 
AND 
FUEL CO. EL PAS0 MOTOR CO. Expert Mechanics 311 M O N T A N A  Oked U red Cars 
1621 Texas St. El Paso, Texas 
22 
37 Years 
West Virginia University "MOUNTAINEERS" Texas Technological College "RED RAIDERS 
Bottom, left to right: Green, Funk, White, Waldrep, Curfman, 
_ 1, 
Calhoun, Guzick, Smith.-Second Row: Quarles, White, B. G e m n ,  
Madry, Gonzales, Bostick, Williams, Taliaferro, Owens, Webb, 
Jones.-Third Row: Steitle, Tarbox, Harris, Boswell, Ryan, Brown, 
Latch, Russell, Barnett, Murphy, Harmon, Winters.-Fourth Row: 
Mosely, Lewis, Wilson, Balfanz, Sasche, West, Overton, Hemsell, 
Davis, Alexander. Philbrick, Chapman.-Fifth Row: Coach Cawthon, 
Cheek, Barnard, J. Brown, Ramsey, Myers, McKeever, Line Coach 
Smith, Sprague. 
Baisi, Moan, Meranda, Heckert, Foley, Cestaric. 
Middle Row: Glenn, Head Coach; Stansbury, Sutton, Wilcox, Ronai, Shores, Dolly, Neilsen, 
Lorenz, Hodges, Hedrick, Clark, Nebera, Anthony, Asst. Coach. 
Captain for the Sun Bowl 
Game is David Volkin, the 183 Front ROW: Audia, Gussie, McCue, Isaac, Davies, McCabe, Caldwell, Schwartzwalder, 
Team Captain of the Red Raiders is Hershel Ramsey, 
one of the finest ends in the country. Ramsey is 
playing his last year a t  Tech. This 178 pound pass 
snagger hcrils from Chillicothe, Texas. 
Line Captain of th= Texas Tech team is Lewis Jones; 
the husky i98 pound guard from Clebume, Texas. 
Jones is one of the fastest heavy linesmen ever to b e  
seen in the Sun Bowl. 
lb. guard from Jeannette, Pa. Kiger, Baker, Richardson, Pinion, Atty, Volkin. 
is a 'Ower strength (Phares missing from picture). 
on defense and the despair of 
the opposition on the offense. 
This is his senior year and the 
third on t h e "Mountaineer" 
team. 
The Border's Favorite 
A Better  
Whiskey  
ALWAYS 
l PURE I m o w  i 
l SMOOTH 
l FULLY AGED 
IN WOOD 
Pints 80c Quarts $1.50 
The Original and Only 
Straight American Whiskey 
J O S E  GOMEZ, S. e n  C. 
Av. 16 de Septiembre 109 
Juarez. Mexico 
Exclusive Wholesale Distributor 
I 
W E L C O M E  
SUN CARNIVAL VISITORS 
a 
Everything for Home and Car 
AT 
White's Auto Stores 
HOME OF BETTER VALUES 
322 Texas St. Main 1311 
It takes energy to 
play football . . . 
And it takes energy 
to watch it, too. Bread 
is your best source of 
quick energy . . . and 
t h e r e ' s  n o  b e t t e r  
bread than - 
Butter-Nut 
Bread 
Fresh Daily at All Grocers 
Made by 
P U R I T Y  B A K I N G  CO. 
r 




Conoco Stations of El Paso 
Sam Bethea Jobber, El Paso 
C. M. Buchanan, Agent, Fabens 
L. B. Carruthers, Agent, Sierra Blanca 
A. B. Tinnin, Agent, Van Horn 
Kiel Bonnell, Agent, Alamogordo 
Wish Their Many Friends 
and 
THE SUN CARNIVAL 
Success 
crnd 
A H A P P Y  N E W  YEAR 
r' / I  CONOCC 
wv 
LA 
R E Y N O L D S  
ELECTRICAL 6 ENGINEERING CO. 
108 N. Piodras St. - EL Paso. Texas 
-PHONE MAIN 2602 -
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 
UPHOLSTEFUNG 
2109 'Texas St. El Paso. Texas 
EL P A S 0  BEER DEPOT 
"LIQUORS FOR THE HOME" 
2826 Montana St. Telephone Main 2306 
1 
MECHANICAL ROLLING KITCHEN THE VALLEY OF MEXICO 
City of Juarez. Mexico Special Troops. Fort Bliss 
One of the world's most beautiful spots is the lush Valley of 2 .  ' 
Mexico. It rivals the scenic grandeur of Switzerland and  the - . 
striking loveliness of Fujiama, The glories of this ancient, fertile ' ' 
valley are  faithfully portrayed in the float entered by  The Jua- 
rez Mercantile Co. for the City or Juarez. 
The base of the float is decorated to represent The Valley of 9 
Mexico itself, with the Cathedral Spires of Mexico City and the . .. 
other lovely buildings of our Sister Republic's Capitol, visible. . ' 
Shown also is the world famous Pyramids of Teotihuacan, 
temples of a n  ancient race. These pyramids are one of Mexico's .'; 
foremost tourist attractions. , .: 
In the background are  the eternally snow covered volcanos 
of Popocatepetl and  Ixtlatziuatl. "Popo" is still occasionally 
active and  it's thus depicted on the float. 
The Military Exhibit sponsored by Special Troops of the First 
Cavalry Division for the Sun Carnival Parade on New Year's 
Day is a modem Mechanical Rolling Kitchen, which has be- 
come a n  integral and necessary part of the Mechanized Forces 
now being developed by  our Army. 
To date the Government has not developed a "For Issue To 
Troops" standard kitchen for fast moving Military Units. How- 
ever, Mechanized Units throughout the Army are conducting 
experiments with all types of Mechanical Kitchens and in the 
future the experimental kitchen which possesses the best facili- 
ties for the purpose will be  adopted. 
 o old well School 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Ydeta High School 
Alaska1 The last American frontier1 Laughingly referred to a t  
the time of its purchase as Seward's Ice Box or Seward's Snow 
Farm, it has  since come to b e  regarded as our greatest store- 
house of natura! resources. The great salmon run, alone, that 
comes to its streams each year has repaid many times its 
purchase price, while its uncut timber and  untouched mineral 
wealth await the dcry when America will need them. Formerly 
thought of as a land of ice and  snow, Alaska's great fertile val- 
leys have in recent years been developed as a refuge for 
American farmers who have been toiling on worn-out farms in 
the states. 
The awe-inspiring aurora borealis ,in the midst of such rug- 
ged beauty make of her a n  ideal spot for the vacationist, while 
its rivers a n d  forests, teeming with fish and  game, invite the 
sportsmen in increasing numbers each year. With our diminish- 
ing resources, it will not be  long until we  fully appreciate the 
foresight which caused the purchase of Alaska. 
Strength1 Security1 Liberty and  the pursuit of happiness1 
Such is the main theme of the all white District of Columbia 
float, symbolized by  the representatives of the Army a n d  the 
Navy and  b y  the coat of arms of these United States of 
America. Purity, honor and  freedom are  symbolized as being 
ever carried onward by  Columbia guiding the mighty, royal, 
flying eagle1 The final a n d  crowing theme comes with that 
perpetual monument to our greatest national hero, George 
Washington. 
WINK HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
"COLONIAL TEXAS 
City of Mada. Texas FLOAT FROM THE CITY OF TULAROSA 
This float, with its crude log cabin and  group of hopeful 
happy young people, represent the very beginning of Anglo- RECREATION IN THE FORESTS 
U. S. Forest Service 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Saxon Texas. 
In 1820 Moses Austin made plans for a n  American colony in 
Texas, but it was August lath, 1824 before his son, Stephen F. 
Austin secured the passage of the national colonization law. 
In that year 247 grants were perfected. 
Austin's original colony suffered great privation. They were 
almost destitute of food and  clothing, seed for planting was 
hard to get and expensive, the men and women wore make- 
shift clothes and lived in the rudest simplicity. 
Indians were a constant menace, and life in the wilderness 
was burdened with care, suffering, sometimes almost without 
endurance. But through it all, there was a gleam of that heroic 
patience and fortitude that made Texas what it is. 
Douglas School 
Pennsylvania is the "Cradle of Liberty" where the illustrious 
founder of our nation adopted the Declaration of Independence, 
July 4, 1776. 
The Forest Service float presents year long recreation in 
National Forests, and represents a snow covered mountain 
with miniature spruce trees to complete the effect. The three 
little girls dressed in white ski togs are  daughters of Forest 
Service officers. Animation for the float is attained by the 
little girls on sled and skis. The float is constructed on Lincoln 
Forest and  is presented by Lincoln and Gila Forests for U. S. .: 
Forest Service. Supervisors Dwire and Lessel encourage year . . 
long use of recreational possibilities of Lincoln and  Gila ,  ', 
Forests. 
I >  . 
Remember Washington a t  Valley Forge. Can you forget 
Gettysburg? This decision battle of the war to priserve the 
nation, one and  inseparable, was  fought there. Pennsylvania is 
indeed a historical shrine. It is William Penn's land. A land of 
love, peace and  liberty. 
, . ,- . 
, - ,.I 
' .?- IOWA 
. 4 . '  *' 
. . .  . >  Rusk School 
The Rusk School float with its huge ear  of corn, carrying out 
the colors of the school and  the golden beauty of that product, 
typifies the state of Iowa-Iowa with the romance of its Indian 
name, with its endless fields of waiving corn stretching as far 
as the eye can see, with roads and  towns and  schools where 
once its swarthy namesakes roamed, Iowa in whose population 
the German, Swedish, Danish, and  Dutch have amalgamated 
CLASS " B  HIGH SCHOOLS 
FLOAT FROM THE CITY OF LAS CRUCES SHERIFFS POSSE 
DMSION 11 
MAINE 
Austin High School "THE CROSSES-GOD'S CHRISTMAS TREE 
City of Las Cruces The State of Maine is deported b y  a snow scene with tobog- 
g a n  slide. 
Girls of the S.O.S. Club of Austin High dressed in appropriate 
red and  green sports costumes will form a colorful contrast to 
the glistening white background. Skis, ice-skates, ccrmeras. and  
other winter sports equipment of this sturdy little New England 
state will be  in evidence. 
That little band of Christian missioners, with attendants and 
followers, encamped upon the verdant slopes of the first irrigat- 
ed  lands in America, along the banks of the now sluggish, now 
raging, muddy waters of the Rio Bravo del Norte, set upon by 
marauding Apache hordes, moved on and left seven white 
crosses to mark seven lonely graves. These ancient crosses, 
marking the resting place of Godly pioneers, rebuilt by  pious 
followers through the generations, in the end came to furnish 
the inspiration for the name, The Crosses, Las Cruces. The Las 
Cruces float in this year's Sun Carnival represents the theme, 
The Crosses, with the allied Christmas thought, of God's 
Christmas Tree, which nothing manmade, but only God's handi- 
work, to grace it. 
' PECOS HIGH SCHOOL BAND - into vigorous Americanhood, Iowa whose far-reaching prairies 
hark back to the mystery of the distant past when great ice 
sheets leveled off its hills, Iowa which in 1930 had the lowest 
illiteracy rate in the union. 
CLASS " A  GRADE SCHOOLS 
THE OREGON TRAIL 
Houston School 
In this float bearing "His Majestic, King Corn," symbol of life 
and  sustenance and  of Iowa's contribution to the nation, El 
Paso pays tribute to a great state. 
EL PAS0 HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
The Houston School float portrays the story of Lewis and  
Clark being guided by Sacajawea, into the Oregon territory. 
While on the 8,000 mile journey, Lewis a n d  Clark reached a 
region where no white man had ever been before. When they 
could go no farther by  boat, they set out overland following 
Indian trails and  going toward the mountains. 
They were fortunate in having the Indian woman Sacajawea, 
whose name means The Bird Woman, to help them. Sacajawea 
had been captured by  the Dakotas in a war with the tribes 
farther west, so she knew that western country well, and could, 
serve as a guide and  interpreter. 
The reports of this journey made the Americans realize what . . 
a huge, rich territory had been bought from France. Traders and ' 




The flag a n d  seal of Maine and  other insignia will also b e  
used. 
JAL HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
HILTON DRUG COMPANY, Inc. 
IN HILTON HOTEL 
EL PASO, TEXAS 
PHONE MAIN 361 
+ 
OPEN ALL NIGHT 
F R I G I D A I R E  
R. C. A. - Victor - Easy Washers & Ironers 
5 
W. G. WALZ CO. 
500 San Francisco St. 108 Texas St. 
7' 
THOMAS MOTOR CO. 
Seven Hundred Texas Street 
Phone: Main 1420 q EL PASO, TEXAS - I 
Aetna Life Insurance Company 
A. L. McKNIGHHT 
General Agent 
Phone M. 622 210 N. Stanton St. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR FASHIONABLE 
FEMININE ACCESSORIES 
=f il 2 y u f i u s  4 
MILLINERY SHOES HOSIERY 
BAGS 
Mills at Mesa El Paso, Texas 
"MAKERS OF GOOD IMPRESSIONS" 
-. 
NEW YORK QUEBEC. CANADA courtyards, and cities that glow in fierce sunlight a day's march 
from snow-covered summits, harbor a people passionate with 
the fury and excess of Africa, yet profoundly inspired by the 
worship of the One God, their compassionate and merciful 
Allah. 
"Excelsior" is truly appropriate. 
Seven of the outstanding attractions are  displayed on the 
float. On a pedestal in the center is a figure representing the 
Statue of Liberty which dominates the empire float just as the 
real statue dominates New York Harbor, is the last thing seen 
by outgoing tourists, and which symbolizes America to incom- 
ing natives and immigrants. 
Majestic mountains, beautiful islands, broad rivers flowing 
through steep palisades and fertile farm land, the first canal on 
the American continent, the highest natural falls in the Western 
hemispehere; all these come within the boundaries of this state. 
Here the sportsman may hunt, fish, or climb mountains to his 
heart's content. 
In addition this state is rich in historical and  literary lore. 
Because we  in the Southwest, think of Indians in terms of 
Texas, Arizona, and  New Mexico, we a re  prone to forget that 
they once roamed the Northeastern territory and  claimed it. 
There they had developed a civilization of their own and  there 
they first contested with the white man, his possession of the 
rolling hills and the fertile valleys. 
Within the limits of this state Cooper laid the exploits of 
Leatherstocking and  Washington Irving had Rip Van Winkle 
coming down from its mountains. 
But man has not left New York a s  nature made it. He has 
dug canals, developed farms where once mighty sentinels of 
the forest stood, and builded cities. Greatest of these, of course, 
is the former New Amsterdam, New York, in the limits of which 
he may enjoy the delights and  comforts of the finest hotels of 
the land, see misery and poverty in their greatest contrast with 
wealth and luxury; see the tallest buildings in the world; and  
hear, if he desires, the origination of the foremost radio 
New Mexico State College 
The romance and vigorous adventure of the winter sports 
carnival a t  Quebec, Canada, have been portrayed in the Sun 
Carnival float entered by  New Mexico State College. 
INDIA In a city where French and  English are  both spoken, the 
sports of skiing, sledding, and ice skating draw sports lovers 
from the entire world. The bilingual characteristic is accentuat- 
e d  on the float by the placards, which announce the theme in 
French as well as in English. 
Hotel Paso Del Norte 
. R.-B. McKEE, Distributors - Main 484 - 1918 Texas 
. .. 
I I 
The Hotel Paso del Norte float is a representation of India 
thru use of the world famous Taj Mahal in Agra. 
MUTUAL FEDERAL SAVINGS 
and LOAN ASSN. 
In the center of the float is a snow-covered hill. The central 
figures are  a driver and  his huskies, who a re  competing in the 
dog sled races. The background consists of trees through which 
a curious tree peeks a t  a boy and girl who are gayly dressed 
t in sports outfits. 
It is well known that this is one of the architectural wonders 
of the world and is famous for its great beauty of proportion 
and  lines, crs well as its color. Attempt has been made to re- 
produce the temple faithfully with the lagoon in front. I Opp. Post Office - El Paso, Texas I Of particular interest is the fact that when the construction of 
it was completed its builder, Emperor Shah Jehan, who had 
built it in memory of his favorite wife, blinded the architect 
so that its beauty would never b e  duplicated. 
Best Wishes To Our Many Friends 
. . 
The College of Mines 
This float has as its theme El Paso and the glamour and  
romantic atmosphere of the Border City. R. T. Hoover & Co., Inc. 
f7 
COTTON MERCHANTS 
R f n f R O  Store No. 1 D R U b  Store No. 2 [ O m  
PLAZA BUILDING HOTEL CORTEZ 
POUNDS DRUGS & FLOWERS 
Oregon and Franklin, Opposite Public Library 
L, 
Visit our Fountain for Breakfast and Lunch 
WHOLESALE & corn 
C R , O ~ ~ l E  O N L Y  
COLES BROS. AND SAUNDERS 
REAL ESTATE 
t7 
204 N. Oregon St. Since 1888 
D E L  N O R T E  
D R U G  CO. 
Frcmk CordelI - Henry Jenkins 
PHONE M. 356 FREE DELIVERY 
WALGREEN DRUG CO. 
of Texas 
1 15 N. Mesa Ave. 
Free Delivery Main 1482 
Feeling that there was definitely a   lace for El Paso among 
the outstanding cities of the world, college officials choose the 
local theme rather than looking afar for a representative city. 
The float shows the Gateway to the West, the Sunshine Play- 
ground of the Border a miniature of the city's skyline, and the 
Spirit of El Paso in the person of a Mines co-ed. 
I Compliments of I I W. T. GRANT & CO. I programs. All in all, New York deserves its name of Empire State. RETAILERS 
205 N. Mesa Ave. 
"EL PASO'S LOW PRICED 
JUNIOR DEPARTMENT S T O W  
P 
' WEST VIRGINIA 
! TURKEY ' 
I 
Popular Dry Goods Co. 
Bowie High School 
Acting on the suggestion of the West Virginia Agricultural 
Commissioner that this school portray the leading industry of 
the state furnishing the Eastern team for the Sun Bowl football 
Game, Bowie presents a float built around the Apple Industry 
of West Virginia. This states is world famous for its beautiful 
and delicious apples. In recent years two varieties, the Grimes 
Golden and Golden Delicious, have brought recognition to this 
section of the country a s  producers of the nation's finest apples. 
The float is decorated in the state colors, Blue a n d  Gold, and  
has for its center of interest a huge Golden Apple. Seated be- 
hind on the float is a beautiful young lady portraying the 
Apple Queen. 
TEXAS 
The tkeme portrays the color and  glamour of the court life of 
rurkey, accentuated by  the luxurious furnishings and  the gor- 
geous costumes of the period represented. The costumes worn 
by beautiful young girls and the scene laid in the royal palace 
of the Sultan, with veiled women, graceful dancing girls, slaves, 
and musicians in characteristic pose. The contrast between the 
customs of the past in the Turkish Empire, and those of today 
is emphasized in symbolic figures. The costumes used for this 
float are  those from the famous "Ali Baba". 
I FRANKLIN'S  




For its Sun Carnival float, the Hilton Hotel portrays Egypt. 
e w  interest has  been awakened in the land of the pyramids 
y Emil Ludwig's magnificent story, "The Nile", and  the Hilton 
loat carries out the theme of this book. 
The glamorous, destructive beauty of queen Cleopatra is the 
symbol of Egypt's mystery and  charm. The Nile is Egypt. 
Cleopatra is the spirit of the Nile. The float depicts the fatally 
El Paso High School 
The El Paso High School float represents the State of Texas. 
The general color is blue, suggestive of the Blue Bonnet, the 
Texas State flower. In the center of the float is a huge silver 
star typifying the Lone Star State. Six beautiful girls appear in 
costumes suggestive of the six flags under which Texas has 
been governed. The position of honor will be  occupied by  the 
girl representing the United States, the next highest position 
will be  given to the girl representing the Republic of Texas. 
Other girls and national flags will represent the French, 
Spanish, and  Mexican eras. Appropriate legends will a id  in 
making entirely clear all symbolism. 
I W l l l l O l l  AUTr PARTS CO. I 
Main 101 Wholesale & Retail 2008 Texas St. 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &' ACCESSORIES 
-~ebuilt Motors Exchange Body & Fender Repairing 
General Repairing Frame & Axle Machine 
beautiful queen, attended by  her Nubian slaves, a s  the royal 
barge floak on the historic Aver. The boat is a blaze of coior, 
with sails of royal purple and  gold, crimson and sacred blue. Goodrich TEXAS TECH BAND CLASS "C" COLLEGES 
SUN BOWL ELOAT 
The entire float is designed to represent in a n  authentic and 
attractive manner the beauty of the famous queen, the flam- 
bouyant color of the jungle, the strange, magic spirit of Egypt 
and the blue Nile. Silvertown 
The Llewellyn Company 
b MOROCCO The float entered by The Llewellyn Company is non-com- 
petitive; being a tribute to the Sun Bowl Game. The center of 
the float depicts a football field with goal posts and  players in 
miniature cut-out effect. The blue and  old gold of the University 
of West Virginia, and  the black and  red of Texas Tech, are  
used on the players, a s  well as on the sides of the float, one 
side being used for each team's colors, while the gridiron is 
green. B.ehind the football field is seated a queen, just in front 
of a sunburst. In front of the football field is mounted a silver 
loving cup, representing the championship. Directly in front of 
the loving cup is a four year old boy, dressed in football 
uniform, representing future champions. Occasionally, during 
the progress of the parade, he will kick small rubber footballs 
into the crowd. 
Hotel Cortez 
Like a childhoo visit to the Land of Arabian Nights is Moroc- 
co, that enchant 1 d country in the Northwestern comer of 
Africa. Long a n  empire ruled by a Sultan and  guarded from the 
coveting eyes of Europe by  the will of a proud and exclusive 
people, Morocco remains, in her subjection, a land of exciting 
contrasts; up-to-date, accessible, civilized - yet barbarous, 
. antique, forbidding. Her rulers "by Divine Right" built great 
cities, palaces and  fortresses before America was born, yet / Morocdo is still a land of camel-caravans, desert tribesmen, 
. harems, veiled and  white-robed women. Mountains austere as 
the Alps look down upon fertile gardens and  colorful Moorish 
t COMPLIMENTS OF -- 1 
I 49 Years Ftlrnishing Better Homes 1 .  - .  - . . .Good Furniture 
ODESSA HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
CANADA 
The White House 
Canada was selected on account of the sincere friendship 
existing between our Country and  Canada,--and to show that 
the people of Canada are  the most law-abiding citizens on this 
continent a s  a handful of Royal Mounted Police and  a very 
small number of peace officers enforce the laws of Canada 
without any  trouble. 
Nothing has happened in the world which has caused as 
much publicity as the famous quintuplets of the Dionne family 
and  they are  protrayed on float along with their famous Dr. 
Dafoe and  nurses in a proper setting. Royal Mounted Police 
guard the quins. 
INDO-CHINA 
Sears Roebuck 6 Co. 
This float aims a t  showing the principal races that a re  living 
in Indo-China, grouped around a representation of one of the 
most remarkable monuments of the Angkor group..  . the enig- 
matic human faced towers of the Bayon. 
The Bayon was built during the end of the 12th century and  
the human faces which are  looking on the four cardinal points 
from the summit of the towers, a re  the most striking effect and  
gave rise to many a romantic explanation by the archeologists. 
The monuments are  built of laterite stone, the top of the high- 
est tower being over 135 feet from the ground, and  a re  of a 
beautiful rosy appearance. 
The figures shown are  Cambodian Dancers, Saigon Girls; 
Tokinese Country Girls, Amcmes, White Tai Girls and  Primitive 
Moi Women. 
American Furniture Co. 
The Magic Carpet, one of the Arabian Nights, is one of the 
most famous collections of stories in the world, they originated 





lii North Stanton St. 
INVESTMENTS 
I 
Today they are  printed in probably more langauges than 
any  other book except the Bible. They were introduced into 
Europe by the French scholar Galland in the early 18th century. 
In portraying "The Magic Carpet" the American Furniture Co. 
has  pictured the three brothers of the story, the eldest, Prince 
Houssain, master of the Magic Carpet; the second, Prince Ali, 
with his prospective glass; and  the youngest, Prince Ahmed, 
with the artificial apple, on their way to save the life of their 
cousin, Princess Nouronnihar. The three brothers are  dressed in 
the original costumes used in making the moving picture "Ali 
Baba", grouped upon the Magic Carpet, a n  American made, 
Persian, Oriental, mechanically moving carpet, afloat a mass 
of clouds and twinkling stars, overhung by a large silver 
cresent shining on the "Mystic Three". The back of the float is 
adorned with a n  exact replica of the Persian Coat of Arms and  
National Flag, while the front reflects a large imaginary book 
of the "Arabian Nights Stories". 
CATHEDRAL HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
PALESTINE 
The Borden Company 
Depicted in the form of a typical Holiday Greeting Card is 
the distant land of Palestine, cradle of Christianity. Familiar to 
every Sun Carnival Parade spectator will be the Three Wise 
Men on their camels riding toward Bethlehem, gudied b y  The 
Star of Bethlehem. At this season of the year, it is quite ap- 
propriate that this float should portray one of the most im- 
portant events in the history of the world and  that Palestine 
should be  depicted thus. 
AUSTRALIA 
El Paso Lumbermens' Association 
Geologically, Australia is the world's oldest continent, its 
trees and  flowers being types long extinct elsewhere, its birds 
and animals survivals of remote ages. There is the lyre bird, the 
koala bear, the kookaburra, or laughing bird, the amazing fur- 
clad platypus that lays eggs and suckles its young. Best known 
of these strange creatures is the Kangaroo, eternal symbol of 
Australia. 
A nation of sun-worshippers, the Australians' intense interest 
in out door life has developed a race of study men and  beau- 
tiful women. . 
Australia's most striking contrast is between the great modem 
cities and the lonely interior, where naked nomads still hunt 
their food with spear, stone-axe and boomerang. 
Australia's wealth lies in timber, flocks and  rich goldfields, 
one alone having yielded half a billion dollars. So well-known 
is this prosperity that a n  American comic-strip has portrayed 
for years a lovable Australian billionaire. "Uncle Bim Gump." 
SIAM 
Knickerbocker Club 
Mystic Siam with its oriental atmosphere . . . "Knick, third 
largest elephant in the world trudging down the street . . . the 
Mahout or trainer . . . the attendents . . . Siamese Belles . . . 
all in oriental costume . . . and  then, the porters bearing a 
treasure chest . . . packed with good wishes from the Knicker- 
bocker Club that all who attend the Sun Carnival may store in 
their memories thoughts of pleasing carnival fun, good time, 
and pleasant companions. 
SIBERIA 
The Wholesome Dairy 
Wintertime in Siberia is not the inactive season of other 
countries. Lasting over six months, with temperatures thirty to 
forty below, much work must b e  accomplished. Lumber and  
great quantities of firewood must b e  hauled, and  this is usual- 
ly postponed until winter, when the sleigh is continuously 
employed. For the low-built sleigh is far easier to load than the 
wagon with its high bed. The severe climate breeds a hardy 
race and, though many miles to the log house of one's neigh- 
bor, the traveler, clad in thick felt boots and  fur-lined coat, 
finds sweet recompense in the hearty meal of sauerkraut, 
potatoes, rye-bread, venison and  vodka waiting a t  the end. 
Bitter cold, howling wolves, sparse settlements, constitute one 
picture of Siberia-but nothing is more typical than the sleigh, 
with the familiar arch rising high above the horse's collar, its 
tinkling bell the only sound on the frosty air. 
DIVISION N 
VAN HORN HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
LABOR 
THE GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE 
The Twenty-One Railroad Organizations 
This is a piece of construction which distinguishes it as a n  
outstanding Monument to Engineering Achievement among the 
Great Works of Man. Akin to railroads in that it is a passage- 
way for transportation. The bridge, of which this float is a 
replica, is a thing of symmetrical beauty. Its length is 8,940 
feet, main span 4,200 feet, (the longest span in the world); has  
one deck; six automobile lanes; two side-walks; suspended by  
two main cables 36112 inches in diameter and 7,660 feet in length, 
supported by two main towers rising 746 feet above water level 
-the highest and largest bridge towers in the world. From San 
Francisco shore to south pier is 1,105 feet; from Marin shore to 
north pier, 52 feet; water is 5,537 feet shore to shore and  chan- 




Tile Work Wall Board 
J.-M. Rock Wool 
Glass of All Kinds 
I HAPPYNEW YEAR! I 
nel is 378 feet deep; clearance height water to bridge, 210 feet 
a t  piers, increasing to 220 feet a t  center of span. The two main 
cables weigh 11,000 tons and  contains 80,000 miles of wire, 
sufficient to erect a standard six foot wire fence on both sides 
of a railroad right-of-way extending from Canada across the 
United States to Mexico, 1600 miles. The 100,000 tons of steel 
required in the construction of this bridge would load a freight 
train twenty miles long. There are  hundreds of thousands of 
man-hours of transportation represented in the construction of 
this great bridge, and wherever and whenever material was 
ready to move, cars were coming right up  manned by railroad 
employees trained in the ways of good railroading. 
THE "QUEEN MARY 
Central Labor Union 
Labor could hardly have chosen a more fitting symbol than 
the "Queen Mary". The design and  construction of this gigantic 
ship required the services of more than 250.000 people, repre- 
senting every imaginable craft, trade and profession. 1018 feet 
long and  135 feet from keel to superstructure, this greatest of all 
ships afloat is capable of maintaining a speed of 35 M. P. H. 
Inside her sleek and rakish hull she houses a power plant that 
can deliver 10,000 kilowatts, enough energy to supply the power 
wants of a city the size of Albany, N. Y. Her seven turbo- 
generators distribute this power through 4000 miles of wire 
needed to light, heat, ventilate and propel this floating conti- 
nent. Besides her original cost of $100,000,000, her annual opera- 
ting costs will run into several million more dollars. "Palatial" 
will hardly describe the Queen Mary. Her magnificence is hint- 
ed  a t  by  the fact that the cost of decorating her first class cabins 
alone was $2,500,000. 
C M C  CLUBS 
ARGENTINA 
The Rotary Club 
The Rotary Club portrays the colorful romantic Pioneer a g e  
of the Republic of Argentina. The period in the history of that 
nation depicted corresponds to early settlement of our own 
west in many ways. Colorful costuming, reckless daring primi- 
tive transportation a re  the idealized features of this Entry. 
Important in this period were the Wars of Independence, 
which will b e  represented by  men in the costume of the Revolu- 
tion. 
The early settlers of the-Argentine were not concerned parti- 
cularly as were those of our West, with driving Nomad tribes 
of Indians from the vast territory. Instead, they assumed a more 
or less peaceful occupation of the country, of its vast rolling 
grass Pamfias plains in which they grew, prospered, and  
permitted a n  unrestricted expansion of character and  means. 
These Europeans, coming from several countires of the old 
world were all white. There was  no mingling with the native 
inhabitants, such as occurred between the Spaniards and  the 
natives indigenos of Mexico and the Southwest United States. 
They have to this day, more or less preserved the integrity 
of race, which naturally has affected their dress, their mode of 
living, and their attitude to things in general. 
A great deal of trouble has been gone to in order that every 
detail shall be  strictly authentic, as to costuming, transportation 
and  so forth. 
Attention is particularly called to the transportation used. 
This is very unusual, but absolutely correct in design and 
practical for use in the type of country used. 
This entry will b e  especially interesting, because Argentina 
is a cattle country, and  its development paralelled our own 
West. 
COSTA RICA 
The Kiwanis Club of El Paso 
The Kiwanis Club has chosen to portray the small Central 
American Country of Costa Rica. Columbus discovered this 
country in 1502 and  his opinion of its charm is shown by  the 
name he gave it-"Rich Coast." Nearly all the people live on 
a cool and fertile plateau in the central part, about 3,500 feet 
above sea level. Because of the b a d  roads, oxen drawn carts 
with solid wooden wheels take the place of automobiles a n d  
horses. Costa Rica after centuries of mismanagement under 
Spanish rule, joined in the general Revolt of the colonies from 
Spain in 1821 and  for a time was  united with Mexico. It twice 
joined with the other Central American States to form a federal 
union but neither atiempt proved successful. In 1856 Costa Rica 
was conquered by an American adventurer, William Walker, 
whose expedition to Nicaragua was  part of a scheme to add  
new territory for slavery to the United States. 




Arauco, or Austral Chile, lies below the Rio Bio-Bio and ex- 
tends South to the Land of Fire and Cape Horn. It is a paradise 
as yet unspoiled by night clubs and blues singers---a bit of 
Switzerland set down in Chile, with crystal-clear lagoons glit- 
tering snow-crowned volcanoes, shoulder-high ferns and forests 
tangled underfoot and overhead. In these bewilderingly beau- 
tiful surroundings live the Araucanian Indians, a never- 
conquered people of dignity and valor. Bustling and active. 
they farm on a small scale, calling themselves "Mapuche," 
meaning "people of the country." Living in crude, thatched huts 
called "rucas, they are scattered through the forest from the 
ocean to the Andes. They leamed weaving from the Incas of 
Peru, who for centuries tried vainly to conquer them and called 
them "Araucanicms," which means "rebels." Upon primitive 
looms are woven gorgeous woolen blankets, replacing the 
ancient garments of guanaco-skin. 
PERU 
City of El Paso Recreation Department 
The City Recreation Departments float will represent a native 
dance performed by the Quichua Indians, dwellers of the high 
Andes of Peru. The dance is performed in front of the Convent 
of Santo Domingo which is built on the foundation of the 
ancient Inca Temple of the Sun. 
Spectators of the dance are native Peruvians and an  Indian 
llama herder with his herd of camel-like animals. 
The whgle group, dancers and spectators me marionettes. 
McNutt Oil & Refining Co. 
D I X I E  G A S O L I N E  
A FAR SOUTHWEST PRODUCT 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
T H E  BERG CO. 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS 
206 E. San Antonio El Paso, Texas 
MADERA PINE 
Madera Box & Lumber Co., Inc. 
Wholesale Lumber and Boxes 
El Paso, Texas 
COMPLIMENTS 
SLAUGHTER 
ELECTRIC AND MACHINE CO. 
1409 Texas St. W n  353 
El Paso, Texas 
COMPLINENTS 
MAYFIELD LUMBER CO. 
PANAMA-"PUENTE DEL MUNDO ' 
City of El Paso-Park Department 
Panama, "Puente del Mundo", (the bridge of the world) con- 
necting the two hemispheres, is the land divided-the oceans 
united. Thru it's narrow water-way pass ships of every country 
The rock-bound shores are veritable forts of protection. Roman- 
ticly enough, it is believed that steamers are escorted through 
the Canal by Dolphins, small relatives of the whale. Probably 
because of their friendliness, no creatures of the ocean have 
been surrounded with morq myth and romance. 
Giant palms wave gracefully in the breeze amongst luxuriant 
tropical growth. Truly, Panama is a land of beauty and pros- 
perity. 
FORSAN HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
PATRIOTIC 
GREENLAND* 
"FROM GREENLAND'SICT MOUNTAINS TO THE SUNNY 
SHORES OF THE SOUTH, THE RED CROSS CARRIES 
OUT ITS IDEALS OF SERVICE TO HUMANITY." 
"Fnnds for this float were donated by interested friends!' 
HAWAII 
The bland of Enchantment 
Tuberculosis Society of El Paso County 
A voyage of anticipation has ended: Smiling natives place 
leis of bright flowers over our shoulders a s  music and wel- 
coming rite betoken Hawaii's romance, legend, and beauty. 
The land of a lighthearted native race whose passion is music 
the land of charm, with its winds that are a s  soft as a baby's 
kiss, with the beat of the surf on coral reefs and the tinkle of 
the steel guitars that is never out of the air. 
Here delicious fruits tempt the pdate, golden melon papaya, 
sweet and creamy coconufs, pineapples always fresh. Gorgeous 
blooms delight the eyes--pink and golden cassias, oleanders, 
flaming red poinsettias, the night blooming cereus; shadowy 
forests, a million acres under reservation, unfold views of great 
banyans, coconuts and royal palms,'sandalwoods and bread- 
fruits. 
The romance of the Island can be felt from the minute one 
debarks, until the day of departure, when the flower leis are 
tossed sorrowfully into the waters, and the plaintive strains of 
Alcha Oe are wafted onto the air, indication that some day, - 
some how, the visitor will return to Hawaii, the "Isle of 
Enchantment." 




B. P. 0. Elks Na 187 
Maderia Island is one of a group of four Portuguese Islands 
located off the coast of Morocco in the Atlantic Ocean. Its most 
famous product is Maderia Wine. The Elks float for this year 
depicts wine making on this famous island by showing a wine 
barrel under an  arbor and a wine press on the float, with a 
group of typical characters of the Island standing nearby. 
FT. STOCKTON BAND 
ISLAND OF SAMOS 
Knights of Pythias 
This Island, now known as  Samo Island, is situated in the 
Grecian archipelago in the Aegean' Sea, near the coast of .Asia 
Minor, between Greese and Turkey, located 45 miles southwest 
of Smyrna. Samos Island was inhabited in antiquity by Ionian 
Greeks, and had an  important position among the Greek com- 
munity, a s  early a s  the 7th Century before Christ. It is chosen 
because it was the birthpIace of Pythagoras, the Greek Phylo- 
sopher,--562 BC--who attained all the knowledge of his period, 
mastering the arts of the Egyptians, the lore of the Chaldeans, 
the phylosophy of Phoencians, and the occult mysteries of the 
Persians, became leamed in entology and developed his 
system of metaphysics and ethics; he sought for and mastered 
gnosis and the esoteric mysteries, and acquired a profound 
knowledge of anthropology, cosmology and ultimate truths. He 
established the Pythagorean Brotherhood, from which Damon 
and Pythias attained degrees, and from the inspiration of that 
school lived lives that caused the historians of that day to write 
of them, and ins'pired a 1ater.author to write the play of 
"Damon and Pythias", which play inspired Rathbone to write 
the ritual of the Order. 
The Knights of Pythias build up their phxlosophy upon the 
Pythagoric Life of perfection in virtue and wlsdom practiced in \ 
the principles taught behind the mystic veil of the Pythagorean 
Brotherhood. 
The float will depict an  ancient Senate Scene,--500 B.C.- 
with a King on a throne with gttendants and soldiers about 
'him Senators; also the Block with headsman. The prepuration 
.for the beheading of Pythios at  sundown, Pythias in chains, 
Senators in debate, and orders for the execution will be de- 
picted by members of the Order. . 
PHIWIPWeS 
Ladiu Auxiliary to V e t e m  of Foreign Wars 
At the conclusion of the Spanish-American War, these Islands, 
e Sulu ArchipeIago and bther territory were ceded to the 
ited States on pclyment of $20,000,OUO. Recently the United 
States hus given them their independence. Commodities ex- 
ported are: Straw Hats, Cocoanut Oil, Hemp, Sugar, Timber, 
Ores, Embroidery and cigars. The usual beast of burden is the 
, '"' Water Buffalo. Since they have been under the supervision of 
the United States, Public Schools and many special trude 
schools have been established. Higher Education is represented 
by the University of the Phillipines and twenty-six accredited 
Private hetitutlons. 
WOMEN'S DRUM COW8 
CUBA 
 women*^ Benofit . h d a i i o n  
This float is symbolic of historic Cuba of the period prior to 
wan with Spain. On the float is a miniature Spanish block 
house located on a typical grcrssy plain of Cuba. The house is 
surrounded by palm trees and the, usual tropical verdure of 
>this semi-tropical island. 
sxmmND ISLANDS 
Tbe Weman'# Chistian Temperance Uniaa 
8 The Woman's Christian Tempe- Union was arganized 
in 1874 in Cleveland, Ohio. It is the largest woman's organia- 
tion in the world with more than a million members; fifty-two 
countries of the world crre affiliated with the WORLD WOMAN'S 1 CHRISTIAN TEMFERANCE UNION; k t l a n d  is one ol these 
t countries. The SHETLAND ISLANDS, q group of one hundred small islands, form a ccwity of Scotland. This county went dry during a local option election and as a result there is no drunkenness, virtually no crime and only five policemen are 
f ie  twenty-six idancis, which are in- 
21,410 and .they ccwer an  area of 556 
unemployment ia summer. Nshing for 
1 cod, ling and herring is the chief industry; while seals and bot- 
tle-nosed whales are aften caught. Much attention is given to 1 raising of cattle, sheep and ponies. The chief manufactures 
, me hosiery and shawls. The work of the "Crusaders" stands 
.out in histdry as one of the most valiant ever accomplished by 
' men or women; and the spirit of the "Cruauders" still' lives in 
the hecrrts of women, who stand for righteousness. 
DIVISION V 
calm, picturesque Holland, land of flaxen haired maidens, dykes 
and wooden shoes. The float depicts Holland in tulip time with 
a bed of tulips of many colors. Nearby is a typical Dutch wind- 
mill and many quaintly costumed Dutch characters. 
FRANCE 
Pluity Bakhg Co. 
The M t y  Baking Company has chosen the subject "France" 
for their float--cmd tried to depict to you the romunce, the 
glamour, and the industry of this country. Most typical structure 
in France is no doubt the Eiffel Tower, which occupies one end 
of the float. Mast important industries are the manufacture of 
perfume and the creation of styles. Perfume is represented by 
the huge bouquets of flowers and by  the giant atomizers, while 
the lovely girls wearing Paria creations represent the styles of 
the world. Here in a nutshell is France: the Eiffel Tower, seen. 
and long remembered by millions ~f tourists; perfumes famed 
throughout the .entire world; and women's clothes created by 
Paris couturiers and copied everywhere. Costumes by courtesy 
of the White House. 
POTTER'S  
F K 0 ; W E R S  
Official Sun CarnivaI Florisf 
C O R X E Z  H O T E L  
DRINK 
- 
4 "  
"You will like it Better--- 
because it is Better" 
t7 
HARRY MITCHELt BREWING CO. 
EL PASO, TMAS 
LUXEMBURG 
Southwestern Portland Cement Co. 
Like some Utopian country in a fairy tale, Luxemburg is ut- 
terly unique. The only remaining Grand Duchy, it is ruled by 
the world's only reigning Grand Duchess, Her Royal Highness 
"Charlotte." Adored by her subjects, her wise and enlightened 
rule is credited with beinq largely responsible for their hap- 
piness and prosperity. For Luxemburg is the most prosperous 
country in the world, bar none. It is seventh in world production 
of iron and steel, boasts a 200,000-watt radio station-the most 
powerful in Western Europe; and is the only country in the 
world which has not had one illiterate since 1847. Among the 
lovelier things of this remarkable country are its ruins and its 
roses. For Luxemburg, its capital known as  the "City of Roses," 
is one of the world's greatest producers of the flower, and its 
imposing ruins of old castles are among the most glorious in 
.all Europe. 
SHRINE PATROL 6 DRUM CORPS 
IRELAND 
El Paso Electric Company 
Ireland richly deserves to be represented in the "Pageant of 
the World" and Old Erin adds significant interest to the Sun 
Bowl Parade, because the sons of Irish mothers have generous- 
ly contributed to the culture and progress of our own United 
States of America. 
The Emerald Isle is a shrine of beauty. This glimpse of the 
simlsle beautv of Irish home life should h e l ~  to explain the 
loyilty and zeal of a long line of Irish kings -and pc&iots and 
make it easier for us to understand why, no matter how far 
away from the "auld s o d  fate may take them, the rallying cry 
of true Irishmen everywhere will always be "Erin Go Braughtl" 
of true Irishmen everywhere will always be "Erin Go Braughl" 
whitewashed walls, thatched roof and the flower boxes in the 
window--is typical of the 'many homes dotting rural Ireland 
that are enshrined in the hearts of Erin's devoted sons and 
daughters the world over. 
Costumes worn by the old couple and by the colleens are 
authentic and the familiar spinning wheel is actually over a 
century old. 
RUMANIA 
State National Bank 
Seeking to portray the life, romance, music and architecture 
of this semi-oriental and colorful country, the float depicts a 
public square scene. In the foreground is a flower urn such as  
is frequently found in Rumanian cities. A characteristic band 
stand is located to the rear. 
Between these two architectural features a group of young 
Rumanians render a folk dance to the strains of a stringed 
orchestra. The music is authentically Rumanian, a s  is the 
costuming. 
The architecture of Rumania veers towards the byzantine. A 
large percentage of the country's population is Turkish in blood 
strain. 
A close adherence to authenticity is observed in every detail 
represented. 
ITALY 
El Paso National Bank 
Venice is forever enshined in our thoughts a s  a city of dreams 
and romance. Risen from the sea, it seems a thing eternal, be- 
longing not to our world of time and material things, but pre- 
serving for all ages its ancient mystery and beauty and wonder. 
Upon the thousand watery veins of this unique city, glides 
the perpetual Gondola, symbol of Venice dear to lovers and the 
inspiration of romantic poets. The easy glide of the Gondola is 
like no motion one has ever felt except in dreams, and the cozy 
cabin, the moon powdering with silver mysterious palaces 
along the banks and graceful bridges that span the canals, 
invite one to the sweet intimacy of love and adventure. 
Bearing its romantic load, the Gondola roams the paths of a 
small and complete world, beyond limits of space and time, a 
shining arrow on the silvey waters of a Venetian night. 
CARLSBAD HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
GmAT BRITAIN 
The Texas Company 
"On which the sun never sets" is the renowned phrase that is 
synonymous with the far-flung dominions of the British Empire, 
symbolized by The Texas Company entry. The beloved Kipling 
wrote: 
"Oh, East is East, and West is West, 
And never the twain shall meet." 
And yet the benevolent reign of his own monarch draws into 
one harmonious fold millions of subjects from the four corners 
of the earth. Whether he hail from Shanghai, Singapore or Syd- 
ney; from darkest Africa or the frozen vastnesses of Saskatch- 
ewan, he is one with the stolid, dependable, undemonstrative 
Englishmman who lives in the shadow of Westminster Abbey 
and cries "God Save the King" when the Union Jack and the 
British Lion pass by. 
To quote Kipling once more: 
"There is neither East nor West, Border nor Breed, nor Birth, 
When strong men stand face to face, though they come from 
the ends of the earth." 
SCOTLAND 
Texas Cities Gas Company 
Scotland is a ruaqed land with a vigorous climate, and the 
lack of great wealth combined with these has developed, in 
Scotland, the tallest people in the world. These thrifty people 
inherit, from their warring ancestors, loyalty to their country 
and clan, a s  well a s  frugality and energy. 
Their na t io~al  dress of bright plaid kilts is still worn by high- 
land troops, while town and countryside still echo to the noisy 
and strange music of the bagpipes. Bands of highland troops, 
in their kilts, performed some of the most daring feats in the 
World War and so the reqiment of the Scottish Canadians won, 
from their German foes, the name of "Ladies of Hell." 
On the float will be represented a Scotch home against a 
background of Scotch trellis among thistles and heather. Also 
on the float will be Scotch lads and lassies attired in costumes 
a s  picturesque as the surroundings of that country. 
SWITZERLAND 
Prices Dairy - Velvet Ice Cream 
The idea of a peaceful equity among nations, now accepted 
a s  a possible human ideal, though still far from realization, was 
for ages a difficult, if not an  impossible conception. All ex- 
perience spoke against it, for war was the most familiar phe- 
nomenon of history. 
The abyss in which the danger of war lurks like an evil and 
omnious presence, should not, we think, be like the Hell of 
Dante, a region shut out from hope, nor one forever doomed to 
a recurring scourge. 
While the fires still lie dormant, the nations buttressed by 
the shield of their common purpose, should move up circle by 
circle toward the light. 
The path of peace is long, often hidden and insecure, yet 
mankind pushes forward, no longer like a tired walker in his 
sleep but climbing the ascent with growing purpose and find- 
ing strength with the advance, a s  was the case in Dante's 
vision, when, with rapid steps his guide led him from the shad- 
owy gulf to where one saw the stars. "Peace on earth-Good 
will towards men." 
PRICE'S-VELVET dedicate this float to World Peace. 
BELGIUM 
Mountain Sates Telephone d Telegraph Co. 
Belgium, a picturesque country, is represented by the Tele- 
phone Company. Late in the Fifteenth Century Belgium was in 
the throes of a great turmoil. The Duke of Alba was storming 
Ghent and there was a loss of 7,000 lives. The attack was 
known in history a s  the Spanish Fury. The populace entered 
into what was known as the Pacification of Ghent against the 
Spanish who tried to link Belgium -and Spain. The float depicts 
the huge towers of Ghent with the big gates through which the 
entrance to this famous city was made. Six characters in 
costumes of that day animate the scene. 
DIVISION VI 
NATIONALS ANTHONY~HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
THE FLOWER PAGODA of KWANG-CHOW 
The Chinese Colony 
Again the El Paso Chinese Colony is represented in the Sun 
Carnival Parade by a typical Chinese Scene. The float portrays 
a beautiful pagoda, in the customary Chinese style, set among 
the flowers and shrubbery of a Chinese garden. 
FLOAT BY THE GREEK COLONY 
MISS NIPPON 
The Japcm?se Colony 
The float is mounted with large Dolls which represent a tradi- 
tional aspect of J a m e s e  costume of some two hundred years 
ago. And in the flowery garden, the maidens are watching 
the glorioils New Year Sky. The dolls bear resemblance to 
famous "KYO-NINGYO" which are so well known in the doll- 
hood, but it is more celebrated in the "kabuki" (classic theatre) 
due to it's beautifulness and perfect mode. The "KYO- 
NINGYOS' success both in th3 play and mode was credited to 
a famous artist HIDARI IINGORO, and it is told the Dolls done 
up by Jingoro were inspirited. 
THE LULAC CHARROS 
Southwestern Sun Carnival 
' Top ROW, left to right: Vincent jdc~onn.  lh&President, K~W- Club; Frank Klohs, Vice-President and Treasurer, Lions Club; 
Leo Floyd, Vice-President, Optfmi& Club; Will S. Crombie, President, Rotary Club; Dr. C. M. Hendricks, Director General b f  the 
Sun Carnivq1;Kiwanis Club; Dr. Kenneth Rice, Vim-President, -0 Club; Dr. Martin Zielonka, Rotary Club; Paul D. Hutchins, 
Secretary und C~ChaSman of Comx%tf01~ bnd Ball Committees. 
- ~eoo&-&: ~ d l d s  Carter,  ions club s &r#er, Chairman of Frognmr Committee; Wylie Casteel, Kiwomis Club, 
cbainscn %uctiu& Committee; E. 0. Cone, i~ Club; John Clark, 20-30 -b; Major J. T. Duke, Chairman Military Affairs 
Conmiittms Karma m e ,  %hairman Corotlcjtlot) Cqnmittee; Wylie Edw&f Qptimist Club, Chairman Band Committee; Jim 
D&, wns Club, 
? ,  
Fourth Row: Hugo h Chairman Street Decorations; Antonio Emsffoz, Lions Club; John Neff, 20-30 Club; Brice Schuller, 
~iwcmis club; A. &. ~ o e .  G2s-y Qub, Chaimm of Troilsportcrtion Comnaitt~e; E. M. Pooley, Publicity Committee; George Ross, - 
2080 Club; Ewin Schwdz, KW&n%g Club, Chairman TiiJ~et Sales Committse. 
* Bottom .Row: George P Foreign R e l d o f ~ ~  Gm.; Harris WalLdl, Kiwanis Club, 1st Pres. of Sun Capival Assn. Ch. 
of Distinguished Visitors C Webber, Q, Labcvr Relations Corn.; Dam T. White, Jr. Rotary Clrib, Program Editorial Com. 
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1 Only three of the many prize I winning floats in last year's I Paaeant of Beauty Parade can 
be- pictured here.- Variety and  
' vivid portrayal of themes charac- i 
terized the Pageant of Beauty. 
Above is the float entered ]Sy 
the New Mexico Military Institute 
for the City of Roswell. It was I 
awarded the Special Prize by  1 
the Sun Carnival Association. On 
the rear of the float was  a large 
basket of roses, an expression of 
friendship and  goodwill from Ros- 
well to El Paso, host city to the 
Sun Carnival. In the center was 
a tower for the wInstitute" with i 
The selection of the winners was  
a most difficult task for the 
judges. 
4 
Pictured a t  the left was the I 
"Grand Sweepstakes" winner, the 
Sun Queen's Float, furnished Her 
Mniesty and  Court by the El I 
o National Bank. I 
- - -  - -
student cadets on guard. 
To the right is the winner of 
the Fraternal Division, entered 
by  the B. P. 0 .  Elks, entitled "The 
Helping Hand." This was one of 
the most striking floats in the 
parade, being very simple yet 
highly effective. 
36 
a "A Gentlemen's Re~ort" 
Just. Good Food and Fine Liquors 
Efficiently and Properly Served, 
No Cabaret or Dancing 
S I D  P R I E T O  A .  C A R L S E N  
W e  Will Feature 
THE SPECIAL MINT FIZZ 
-known the world over and 
served by us alone. 
BLOCK AND A HALF FROM SANTA FE. ST. BRIDGE 
JUAREZ, OLD MEXICO 
For Reservations Call Juarez 344 
Tour No. 1-Juarez only 
Tour No. 2-El Paso only line Sightseeing trip. Under the guidance of experi- 
enced Gray Line operators you will see things and Tour No. 3-A combination tour of 
places, the like of which is not to be found anywhere 
else in this country. A never-to-be-forgotten trip no El Pclso crnd Juarez. 
visitor should miss. Three tours daily. 
Tickets on Sale at  leading 
Hotels and Tourist Camps. 
"* Fs"ltseeinQ -J k h  
